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Definition and Limi ta ti.on of' Problen1 
The Y.ror'1d today is faced with problellls1 th@,t are a result of the 
«erevoluti©n of rising expecta:tions~" a "revolution'8 that is both vi©l@l:nt 
and nonviolent in cha.racitero This "revolution" is a result of the de= 
irel©!ping nations of Afrioa, Asia 9 Latin America~ and the Middle East ii!@o 
manding their pla.oe in the 'WOrldo The nations expect to aiaquire more i:l>:f' 
the wrld 0 s wealth and political acclaim., The nationa.ls of these ~reas 
demand more economic weal th 9 more sooia,l a<;hra.ncement and poli t,i~al 
a~hievement within and for their nationo 
may be expeoted to develop within a nation~l poli.t:lcal system that is in 
1Pt>oblams is used i:n this thesis to indica. te the difficulties de0 
veloping nations encounter whe:n they undergo the proces1,H~s of. eiconomi© 
d.evel(.'))pment9 sociial mobiliza,tion, poli tioal socialization and polit:i~al 
p1a.rti~ipationo A detailed expla.nation of these fou:r varla.blre,s is given 
fat Chapter IIo 
1 
2 
the'process or economic develc:,pment, v121_., a national society that has 
been oriented to achieve the goal ot econOlllio affluence. The model 'Will 
attempt to formulate a quantitative measure of the level and rate of 
economic development, social mobUiza.tion and J)C)li tical socialization 
which must be reached within a na Uonal political $YStem before any sig-
nificant growth of' democratic institutions ~Y be anticipated. Since 
th1s model is used to show that a relaticmship exists 'between· selected 
indices which indicate economic, social and political change and the de-
velopment of democracy, Mtions which do not fit the model may be ex-
pected to fail in developing democratic ins~tutions. · The nations used 
to test the model are representative of all developing areas with the ex ... 
ception of Africa, in wbiqb it 1~ .t'elt_ no tti~ctioning democ:racy e.xists 
which can meet· the req~-ret11,ents of the model. · The test nations are8 
Chile, India, Isra.el, Lebanon, 1'he Philippines, and Ul"\l.gua.y. -
Building a valid, ~;notional researqh mQdel entails clarifying 
terminology both for the researche:r and the r~der. Since this mod.el 
hopes to ascertain why democracy occurs in s~e developing nations and 
not in others, it is mecessary to det:lne what is meant by the tem.s de= 
veloping nation and democracy. 
Deciding what factors define a deve~oping nation has been a pl"<Oblem 
:faced not only by this researcher, 'but also by recognized experts.,, In 
1951 a group <>f' United Nations eJq>erts, working for the Secretary ... 
GeneI"al, deqided that a.:p. underdeveloped nation was one 1.n "which per 
ca.pi ta real income is low wben 00J:11pared W,.th the per oapi ta real income 
of' the United States or Ameriqi, Canada, Australia, and Western Europeo"2 
21'Mea.S11res Fer th,e ~co:riom.o Developrient 9f U~erdeveloped Coun .. 
tries," UN t>oo. t/19e6, p. :3. - · 
graphi('l locat,i0n was added as a faeto;r to def':lne developing nati,onso In 
1961 the Secrreta:rr=Ge11eral Q s Report on Economic Assist..an~e dei''in@Jd de= 
veloping nations as consisting of "all countries and ter:ri tories hi 
Africa 9 America, Asia and Oceania with the 1px.ception of the Unirgn of' 
South Afr'leia9 Canada, the United States~ Japan, Australia 9 and New Ze~= 
lando ¥63 After cionsi<:3eri.ng the many definitions presented by the Uni t,sd 
NatiorH:1° eoil'Jl'fli.ttees and others, it was decided that the purposes of' 1~his 
... 
paper eould be best served by adopting Oner Kirdar0 s def'im. tion @.s pre= 
sented in his text 9 The Structure or United Nations ~onomico.,Aid to 
~---- µ ...._ ~~~~=,=.=;::;:, 
Q~mve;!~~.Q, ~t,r,!e~o According to Kirda:;t"' f~ O O o ti:~ ra~terrs ar~ Ui:!®d 
to dest!ribe an underdeveloped Gountryg first 9 the stage of eeon©m:fo de= 
velopment of the country in question; and secondly, the w,e11lth of that 
~(f,f .. mtry in compa.rison with othel'.' countrieso .,4 It ?!JU.St be ree1ognized th@.t 
reached a sta~e beyond which it cannot advfJ,nceo Yet~ i't ~an be 




grt ss nation.al product 
per ~a.pi ta income 
distr:ibutio'fl of national income between savings 9 inYes·hner1t 
and i~,{l))rJ\S'O'll'l\jOti.~in.0 .5 
3secirefaey=General Os Report on 'finte1rnational Economic Ass:lstan©e 
the Less Devel.oped Countries, u UN Doco E/3395, parao 1380 
. ~:~a:i"' K:lrdar, The Structure of United Nations Eaonomic,=,Aid t© Unde1r:o,~ 
devel~d-C~untrl.es-olague9 19e1%')7"" Po.,..27',,_ --- += _. '"""l~ == =' =='~' 
~=-=:er-·w- ~~.,g..""'~~ 
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In countries or territories in Africa, the Americas~ Asia and Oceania~ 
with the exception of South Africa, Canada, the United States, Japan, 
Australia, and New Zealand, the average gross national product pe,r per= 
son is $130.,00 per yearo In western Europe and in the nations listed 
above as exceptions the gross national product per person is $lt>470oOOo 6 
As regards the average annual per capita income, the amount is $100000 
for the fir.st group and $1,300.00 in the second grouping. Liker,ilse, in 
the nations where income is low, most of it is 11sed for consUll'lption and 
there is 1.i ttle saving or investment. 
There are other and more general characteristi.cs of underdeveloped 
countries~ The underdeveloped or developing nations (these terms should 
be considered interchangeable) sha.1•e su.oh characteristics as malnutri.u 
tion 9 low circulation of mass media, poor transportation and connnur.d.ca~ 
tion systems, high birth rates 9 illiteracy, scarcity of manufacu1red 
consumer goods, shortage of teachers and physicians, and poorly developed 
agricul ti1re and industry .. 7 By way of illustration a coo1parison ean be 
made using only the average level of illiteracy, which is at the 96~ 
level i.r,1 developi.:ng areas, but at the 33% level in advanced nat:lo:ns., It 
has been est..imated that between 63% and 75% of the world's p~pulation 
lives in territories classified as underdevelopedo 
veloping nations, it is important t.o build a :model to ascertain at what 
stage of development de-rnooratic institutions :may be expected to evolve., 
Since this thesis proposes a. t,heoretical model to show that democracy or 
?tyle W~ Shannon, "Socio=Economic De"''lelopment and Pipli tical st@.tus 9 ov 
~ ftpblems 9 VII (Fall 9 1959), pp .. 158m.59g 
.5 
the evolution of democratic institutions may be expected when certain 
conditions of developnent are present and that countries which do not 
have these conditions are more likely to adopt an authoritarian form of 
government, it is necessary to indicate what is meant by the term demo-
cracyo Democracy, in the context of' this thesis, indicates a poll tical 
system which allows regular constitutional opportunities for changing the 
governing of'ficials~ 8 In a like manner, democracy defined in f'unctional 
terms serves as a social mechanism to facilitate decision-making among 
conflicting groups. In this way most of the national population in-
fluences decisions by choosing among the alternative candidates offered 
by opposing parties in regularly scheduled electionso Defining democracy 
in this manner implies that the following conditions occur: 
ao that there is a political formula.--a system of beliefs, 
which legitimatize the democratic system and specify in-
stitutions9 
b~ that one set of political leaders hold office at a parti-
cular time, 
Co that one or more sets of leaders, even though out of 
office, act as the legitimate opposition.9 
It is obvious to any observer why these conditions are necessary. If a 
political system does not have some value system which allows the peace-
ful give and take of power, there can be no democracy; instead one would 
find political and national uncertainity. Such a situation could be il-
lustrated by several countries in Latin Americas Likewise, if the out-
come of the political game does not give effective authority to one 
group or to a stable coalition, then unstable government resultso Alsoj 
if there is no truly effective opposition, authority of those in power 
8sey.mour Lipset, Political Man (New York 9 1960), Po 450 -
9sey.mour Lipset, "Some Social ReS'°'isites of Democracy: F.conom.ic 
Development and Political Legitimacy,' American Political Science Review, 
LII (March, 1959), P• 710 
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Methodology 
The m~thodology used in testing the resea~h m@d@l and hyp@thesis 
w.ill be comparat.i·ve and analyticalolO Selected in1di@esi f@r ~,."ll©h @f' the 
four major a:reias or the model (as explairH.,Jd :in Chapt~r II) 'fldl.1 be f'@·1;1nd 
the substantive values the researoher i1nputes may wsak®101 tho9 li"e1iabili ty 
of the the©retical m©delo The researcher intends t© go fa:1rth@r than just 
7 
Hypothesis 
The purpose of this thesis is to test the hypothesis that a :meastu.•,,, 
able marginal composite level of economic development9 social mobiliza= 
tion, and political socialization is required before a political system 
can evolve and Sil.stain a tu.notional democracy. In order to test this 
hypothesis it will be necessary to fomu.1a.ta a marginal measure of the 
priricipal variables (economic development, social mobilization!il pol.iti ... 
eal socialization and p~~cipation) based upon the data taken from the 
six national case studies, which have been selected because eiaoh ('}Jf the 
stix nations fits the definitional terms of a "developing nation99 and of' 
a "functional democracy". Each of the six test nations are developing 
nations in the sense that each, being ne::i.ther absolutely underdeveloped 
nor highly developed, has attained a middle stage or economic develop., 
ment on the continuum. of economic developnent. "Ft.motional demooracy'9 
e..,d,sts in all the test nati~ns, as they have successf'lll.ly maintained 
dem.oora.tio political systems for twenty years or iri,ore. The six ca~~ 
s'bldies were undertaken to discover 1f a significant relationship exists 
between the levels of economic development, social m.obi.lizaticn and po= 
li ti.eia1 socialization on the one hand, and the level. or :i,nsti tuti©:ri~l 
deriu.>eraoy on t,he othero 
The measurement of a · marginal oom.posi te level of economic devel«:rp"' 
ment, social mobilization, and political socialization is to be under= 
taken in a systemat.ic manner. Several indices will be sel~ted :tor e-..a.oh 
of the three variables and each index will be measured by a scale of 
measure., The scale of measure will calculate the signif'iC?anee of ea©h 
:1.ndex: on the basis of one to teno Values on all the setles or mea&nre 
(or one to ten) will be held constant so that the diff'eren:t i.ndices cax1 
8 
be eoiuparedo The scale of measure for ea.oh index will be discussed. in 
Chapter II. The scale of measure will be used to plot ratio graphs for 
each index9 var-.lable, and nation. Ratio graphs will be constructed f{:)r 
ea.eh index by using different symbols to represent each test caseo An 
arithmetic mean llill be constructed for each index by adding together 
the levels of the six nations on the scale of measure and dividing by 
six.. The arithmetic means of the indices for each variable will be added 
together and individual oomposi te ari thm.etio means will be constr!J.©t,ed 
fr::r.r- ;~homic development9 sooial. mobiliza tionf poll tic~ socialization 
and democratization.. An individual ratio graph will. also be constructed 
for each of the six test nations. The indices of each variable 'Will be 
added together and a composite arithmetic mean derived for ea.eh variable 
in order that the level of economic devel.opmentj social mobilization11 
political so~ialization and democratization of each nation can be seen 
at a. glance. The ratio graphs :for each nation will also contain a co:m-
posite arithmetic mean which will show the arithmetic mean of the three 
variables& economic development, social mobilization and political so= 
ei&lizationo Each :nation9 s ratio graph will contain t-wo composite arith= 
m~tie meanse The first composite mean will be for political socializaQ 
ti~n and social mobilizationo The second oompO$ite mean w.il1 be for 
€Jel~nomie development, social mobilization and poll tical socializatio:no 
These t'W'© different composites w.1l.1 illustrate the effect of econ~:mic 
development on the total picrture of development9 Finally one table will 
be constructed which will show the mean leval of each of the test nations 
in ea.oh variable and index and a.lso a composite arithmetic mean for ea(')h 
ot the tm."ee variables: economic development, social mobilization and 
politieal so~ialization. 
9 
This expe.ir"i.."llent i.s an attempt ·to show that th,i,l"e :i~ a sigird.ft@,-w11.t 
rru..~ti<tmsh:i.p b®'tween the· variables of e~em.omic develc,p;t1'l\®nt9 s@@ia.1 m@0 
bilizat,i,©n ~nd politi©al s(H~ialization on the o:ne h11nd 9 and p(Q)lit:i.©a.l 
:bisti tutill'.,:!'l.s 9 on t.h~t oth.ero The ev.!de:nce whi©h will be pres~nt~d wJill 
illmu::itr.~t® t.1'].at th.e level and g1•owth rate of' these va!"iablGJs idJLl l'@cc> 
f'lec{c;e1d in the p6lliti©al instituti.ons 9 so that a sigxilf:iA5l@J1tlt, lool!'e@.sifi! ©!" 
dei©H.n«9 in th® ©©Jm.p©isi te level of ecionom.i~ de1rf:3llilp.m@l'!.t9 s@c':lia\lil m©bili.z~:t= 
tiori. 6lnd pt>ili tjt©al s©©itlizatio1:1 will bre reflel;;lted 1~n t,he expani,d.tm. ©:fl 
d,&.©lin~ ©f' :f!m@ticinal demo©racy o If the data. @©nf':i'.t'lll.fs the hyp©t.h@)~i.1:,1 
this t,hesis :ma\y se!"lwe as a the@retical model by wti.d .. ©h c@uni'::,:it":lt@s @@l.riL b~ 
stt1d:i~d and a predi©tiiain can be :made as to what l®ve.l of' @©1;lllf1\©:tr1"l1@ dl:iiCCJ 
vel©pri®11'l.t9 s©@ial mt1'biliza tion. and :poll ti cal s©©ializa ti@n m:ust b~ i:l t,= 
tatn~d by a d1::rv<:ill©p:lng :n.ation if it is to establish a v~ull.ble i"\lln@ti©11i:irig 




The level of economic development appa:rently has i:1 s:i.gm.fi©ant sf'= 
feet on whether a na:tion will or will not adopt a demo«:::irat.ic gover•mento 
The runoun.'t o:f economic development present within a nation prov1.des the 
basis for soc;:ial :mobilization and poUtical socialization 'tt) occuri with= 
ou.t a cert.ai.:n a."l'lount of economic development there seems to b~ li tt.le 
ciha.ncie that the nat..ion will adopt a government that is democirati~o Thuss, 
l':©J:1:" the purposes of elaborating this model, it is essential to discuss 
t.ru:1 e·.":o.d:i.t:ions which are needed for a nation t.o tmder•go e©©i'.'.1/0-i:111.© develop= 
A :p?"t':Jc<,[)londi ti.on for a:t~cai.:r.d.ng a:ny level of econom:io dE>1reloprt1.eint i:s 
thcJ eod.st,eneie of an atmosphere favorable to development m.'thilb. the na°' 
tl©'J:')10 Th,,9 people rtrilst accept material progress and the na.ti©:r.&l i:nsti tu= 
ti©1lns rrr.J.st fa:vor it.. It is readily obvious why this is ~- ne©ess@.cy c©n= 
di tion f'<or economic dErv·el,opment... If the people reject, mode:ren ideas and 
w&ys or dcd.ng things, there is little chance that econ~mic devel(arp.tnell'l1t 
©an ©CJ:r~uro Likewise na t4onal i.nsti tu tions which are unfavorable to p:r.o= 
g:r.e.ss can hold back ckrvelopment or national ecionom:i.c c~ht::1.1lg<a many yea:rs,. 
T@ sv1l·it\~ this dilemma the people must realize that progress is p©ssibL::J 
anil they must be :interest,ed in acquiring material things brought about 
by ®©©nomic developmen'to 
10 
11 
A second :p:re=condi t.ion of economic development is the re©og:rd tion 
by society that weal th confers power and elevates p~ople soci,all;ro Once 
society realizes this, economic development can occur mo:!'."e rapidly,, 
s:.i..nce people provide the dri,re to elevate themselves eeonomieilly and 
soc:ially.. A final. and most important pre-condi -µon for economic de= 
velopm.ent is the attitude of nat:i.onal and local leaders~ The leadeic>s of 
a r.sation must favor and desire economic progress before p1"0gress :ls p,:is-
tion, its people11 leaders, and institutions must :t:i.rst favor econoirdc 
devel.opment before it can occur. 
The e:'!'.'aeJt amount of economic development present -wi t.'11-i.n a n@.ti,i'.'ln is 
often ha.rd to disce:rn. 9 since many factors affect a na.tiCJ)n° s level cf 
economic developne:nto For the purpose of this model the follo"v-:d.ng ir1,= 
dices will be used to measure the level of econom:i.c developmentg (a) per 
capita. income; (b) :per capita fixed capital format:i.o:n,. 
~~l~COlllg 
Ix, thts research design the term vicious cirell'l is used to des©ribe 
pr:i.scn the n@.t1.cnal economy in its own shortcomings,, This is the ide1:1. 
the.t a given e:ff ect act.s as a cause lea.ding to a sindlar eff e©t. Thus 9 
the "status quo" tends to perpetuate its elf in a never ending cir©le of 
c~use and effect~ T.nis principle can be ea~ily demonstratedo Under= 
dev.sloped nations ha"ire low productivity rates which cause a low level of 
lFurt,her discussion of the ·vicious circle is found in Walter Kra1.11se~ 
.h1W.¥1.~ ~,:egent (San Francisco: Wadsworth 9 1961) 9 PPo 20=22, Geir'ald 
M,, Meier and Robert Eo Ba.ld:win, !9on.£]}is?. !?eva1o-pm$iltl;: (New Y1~:rkg Jl)hln 
1,\liley9 1957) ~ pp. 319-24. 
12 
real per capita incomeo Since per capita income is l@w, per capita con= 
sumption is also lowo In spite of low per capita consumption very little 
~ap:ital ··tt,s~la.ti~--n co~urs .. Most of wb.a.t is pr~duced is used to sustain 
the low level of per capita consumption, thus little is left over as 
savingo A dir~t result of low capital aocun:tUlation is a low level of 
investmento A low level of 1:mrestment contributes to the situati())n or 
market imperfections which create low productivity., Thus it is a poss!"' 
ble to assume that a vicious c.d.:role exists"" ... low productivity11 low per 
capita income, low consumption, low savings, low investment, low pro= 
ductivit;vo This ~ircle can be interl"llpted or started at any point on 
the circle., 2 
Par capita income as introdue1ed in the vicious cir©le concept is an 
impo?"tant fa(lltor f'or measuring development and can be mG&sured by taking 
total gr©ss national :income and dividing by the number of citizenso The 
figure derived from this mathem.~tic calculation reneots maey other tac.,, 
refleets the skill and eff'icieMy of the labor force as well as the 
am.oont and kind of specia.lizationo Likewise, it reflects the amoont of 
acllj-'1s'tlllent in erastoms that p.a.s ocettrred within the nation and al.so the 
su©@ess of f'©>reign exchange relationso In deve.loping mt.ions which a.rs 
Sll~~essful in making adjustments and using resources wisely there is a 
ehance tor higher per capita. 1ncH:J1!'1eo However in most developing nations 
per eapita income is low due to low productivity and a booming popula= 
Per eapita income for eaGh of the six test ~ases was measured in 
2 Krause, Po 22., 
13 
The s@ale of measure tiras left open at ten to in"lude all per Cla.pita in= 
c~11.es @ver $9010 The standing of each nation on the s@ale ~r mieasur..; for 
per @&pita ineome was then recorded on a ratio graph (See Appendix~ 
Figtll°'ei l)o The follow.ing symbols were adop'tred and used! on rul.1 @f th~ 
:rt'@l.ti© graphs ~ indi~ate the six cases on all ratio gi•aphso 
©api ta. in©ome is mrerlapped by other vieious ei:reles TArhi@h sho~r a ©lose 
ri:1£J.tionship between per ciapita income and the leval of @i'.»nsUl:'lilptiroin and 
·v:5u:Ji©US ©i!:'QllE)o C©nsider tJ.,e e<Conomi~ lif Eli e:»f the l©w i.n©rCJ:(11)?) agJI'~d1,(\':nlll0 ~ 
t;t1J!".al p,®@ple in underdevw.oped a;reaso These tmskilled 11r.i1d. unedil©1!l.ted 
P®'QlP1~ liv~ an e©,onoxmic life detemi.ned by crustom. and hAbito They use 
outdat.ed :tM,th,,ds of f'arm.ing and outdated capital equip!iento Th&y hBLV~?l 
l©w per eapi t..a in©©mes and consume most or their ©'wn pr©®©~o They 11 v:ei 
in a subsist(;:ln,z:H~ e©Oin.om.y in wh.ich there is little divis:lon C'>:f lab@l"' @md 
P,Jr>©d?Jc:t.i-v"i ty is vary lcn11To Their level of saving is low and thus th@ill:" 
eff e@t. on the d1:Jt1and market is lcrwo Ove1"-all in t.11.is l©w ir1.0J1\})ms=ltiiw 
p:!0·'.llrd!.si.@ti©n segm.ffl1t o:f a developing :r,,ation ° s eelonomy thelfe is little dEi:= 
si!"e ©r attempt to changeo This continued low level of in©~m~ and l©w 
plr'©dll!rcrti©n h.@.s a diet!"i.mental effect on the nation as @_ 'tffl©l®o It l@w~?'S 
t@t.-'-1 av@l'age per capita income and the tl()tal national pr©dilL©to Sin©@l a 
h:lgh level ©f.' it1c©rr2e and prodult]tion is desirable fli;!Jlf e©©no:!rd<t'l pr@gr~ss 9 
t:his segm.e:at @f the nati(l)nal e@ono:my is a drag on the rest ©:f' the ec©11©~~ 
my., It is ©Jbdoos ti'!.at the developnent of na.tural resou:irices dfipCt:1nds rt»n 
the i\!lMl"a©ter ©f hum.an pr~dueitive resouriaeso Ir h:tu11a:n zn~scraroes ~-1"® 
b@,©h."'Wii!rd~ natural resoorces likewise ©annot be devel/,pedo Res©'iX!?©es @.lt"1® 
uin1it:ll:lzed$ rtd.1mrtilimed l;J!" 'iJLnderot:ilized a.s a result ©:f il'.litera©Ysi 
p@pu.la ti!cl>n siz®SJ dafi©ient. kncrwledget la(';k of skills and i.'lIDll.©ibili tyo 
FiL:ieed ©t-tpi.'tal f©l"ll'Hilti©Jn is the vtlu.ei of pul"©hases and ©©nstire©ti©n 
©f' fix@d assi91ts by private and g©vernment @Jt1terpx0iseso Th._'is d~fini ti©n 
e,.11x'llurdes sti©h th:l.ngs til.s gonrerllllt!e11t spending for defens®i$J p:rriv~.ti'll ex= 
peiJJtl.di tUl"IEI,~ ©n durablei goods a.ncl t.he value of n@wly di s©©ver@d na tu.1ral 
l'~s,lf~l"©®So This definition fe»ll<0ws closely th@.t gi:ven in t,h<"'il Qip~t'.~~ 
l'L~t~9M, ~~p©__2k ~ National !}ccouJ1,'t ;_§ta.tis~ whi@h in@l:uid@s in gr©~!:i! 
dt,ri1tJsti@ @ei.pital f'omation the follo·wingg 
ao all expenditures eo~eoted with the acquisition of land 
bo all expenditures on new oonstru.ction and major ioihanges in 
residential buildings 
Co all non-residential buildings 
do new construotion and major alterations and r9pa.irs 
eo all vehicles used in, publio tra.nsporta ti.on 
fo other capital expenditures on mac}µ.nery and equipmento:3 
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Thus f'ixed capital formation includes all expenditures which add to the 
value of national oapital goods. 
Dile to the lack or available statistics this design presents per 
capita fixed capital formation £or 1958-1966 (See Appendix, Fig'I.U"e 2)o 
National :income was su.bstracted from the gross national product to di!i)r.:, 
termil'le the a.mount of gross domestic fixed ca.pi tal formation tor ea@h 
yearo The y@arly gross domestic fixed capital formation was divided by \ 
the t~tal p(l>pu1ation for ea.eh year to determin~ per capita fixed capital 
f'omation., ~mich is a more meaningf'u.l figure since it takes int© a@emmt 
the effect population has on investment. The statistical results should 
be considered approx:imati.ons not only because erode methods were used to 
fud the per ca.pita. fixed capital formation, but also because there is a 
lack of sophistication in the methods used in collecting statistics by 
the indi vidllal nations and in their reports to the United Na ti.onso 
Per capita fixed ciapital formation is an impe1runt index of e©ono= 
me developnent since it shows what part of' the total na. tio:nal prQlduet 
is being reinvested in the economy per persona An in@reasing amount of 
investment is necessary. to maintain a nation's rate of eeono:mic growtho 
The p~ductivity or a nation can be improved by savings whieh are in turn 
i.nvested in capital goods such a.s machinery9 factories or public utili°" 
ti:e.so If' C'l&pita.1. f"omat:ton is suc);l that it creates more producition than 
3.'QnU~ Nations Yearbook of National Account Statistic~ 9 Department 
ot Economic and S0cial Af'f'a.:irs-=rNew York, 19~'7), PPo m.i ... :xxi Vo 
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is really needed for co:nsumption 9 a nation may save the surplus whi,ch 
aan then be ploughed into the economy in the fcn':ffl of more ©api tal in"' 
vesinl.ento Capital formation is essential if a deireloping nation is to 
be able to produce enough for its increasing pov-1lation and if it is t\Gl 
save enough to reinvest eaeh year in more capital goods thereby creating 
more t©tal eapi tal accunn1la tion., A high and increasing inves'tltli1:lnt in 
A scale of meaS'Ure was constru.cted to measure per capita fix~d 
oap:ltal. fomationo The scale of one to ter1 is as fi:lll.li:;W.vs g 
lo 0=$10 
2o $11 ... $20 
)o $21-$30 
4o $31 ... $40 
5o $41 ... $50 
60 $51a.$60 
7o $6L .. $70 
8,, $?:JL,,,$80 
9o $81=$90 
10 .. $91= 
The per capita eapital aceU!l'l1tlation was measured in United States d©1l~rs 
and the sieale of measure has levels that a.re ©Omparable fo th©s~ in the 
©"their scales of measureo A 10 -was given to all nations that i11vested 
$91 or more in per oapi ta ca.pi ttl formation tor the year prese:i1t®do Th/9 
li.:f'lrnl of ea©h nation on t,he s~al.e of measure :('o:r per ©apita fixied ciapi= 
t@l. f.~l'."llW..tion is to be recorded on a ratio graph using the same S;r,.'ilb©ls 
averaging together the level of each test case for ea.eh yearo 
Social Mobilization 
Social mobilization is a process of change that affe©ts th~1 popula,., 
tion i.n c©·antries wh.ich make the transition frorr1 the traditional t© the 
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moder-ti way of livi,ngo It is a. process which involves the disin.tegra.t:i.on 
of previ~1sly held social, economic and psychological comm.itmentso When 
socii:ll. :mobiliza. tion occurs within a nation changes occur in i.nsti tu.tions 9 
expefCltati.ons, experiences, group patterns, occupat::l.on and re::ddencieo 
Social mobilization is not identica+ with the whole process or moderni-
zation but is illustrated by some of the majo~ a.spects of moder.nizationo 
In th.is paper social mobiliza:f:,ion is c.,onsidered to be the proeess of 
erosion of major types of old social, economic and ps~hologi~al conwitc. 
ments w:hich make people available for new patterns of sciClializati.ono Re= 
search by KA:rl w. Deutsch has indicated that the changes involved in so ... 
©ial mobili.za.t:ion tend to influence ar.q at times tra.nsf@1c'tll pol.i ti.cal be= 
havioro4 Deutsch has a.lso stated that these changes tend t.Ci go together 
t:: 
in certain historical si.tuations and stages of' economic g:rowtl10 ::J The 
statement that the processes cf social mobilization tend to fit together 
in history and in economic development implies that the orci~urrences ©lll:n 
be identified and that they recur in all 00"4ntrles that unde:i:>go S1::l.©h a 
process of changeo Thus for the purpose of this design maj~r areas of 
geth®r :i,n historieal and economic development suggests t.hat the:r>e is a 
re~urrin.g a.ssocd.a.tion between the changeso One so,:d.al nwbilization 
4Karl W., Deutsch 9 "Social Mobilization and Poli ti.~al De"lreloipment/' 
~~.ca?l P@+.!,B:,.c~ Seienc~ ,!}e.n,e:!9 LV (Septerr1.ber,i 1961) 9 Po 4930 
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not all i.ndices need to be used to discern the signifi©ance of social 
mobi.lization present wi t..h.in a natio:no This linkage is an empirieal fact 
which can be observed. Any form of social mobiliza:ticin9 
SU©h as the entry into market relations and a ruoney eoonO'.m.y 
(and hence away from subsistence farming and barter) should 
be e:&:peeted to be aceompanied or followed by a signi.f'ir,;iant 
rise in the frequency of impersonal contacts 9 or in exposure 
to mass media or communication, or in change of resiclence 9 
or in political or quasi-politi.cal participation., 6 
There.fore this design will enumerate and discuss the measu1:e1nent and ill!.= 
pcrtance of three major i.11dioes-.,.u1."ba.r,iza.ti.on, li te:l'."acy and newspape:t• 
eircula tii:m-~which can be used to indicate the level of. soci.al mob:i.liza~ 
ticm Pl"'esent within a. nationo 
Urban:i.zatio:n is the process which involves mcrv"i:ng to eiities 9 l'.:lhang= 
:i.ng fr•o:m agriculture to other occupations and a change in the pa:M,ern of 
behavi.cro T.hree ar.n1ditions must be present before urbanization can o~"' 
cmJ?., First, there must be a rel.a ti vely large nati.onal. popul~1 tll,.onj s:i.nC\e, 
happen., Agri~1l tu.ra.1 technology nm.st develop to su.©h a:n exteY.Jrt that 
pe~ple li'Ving in urban areas c~ be sqpplied food products befo~e a set= 
The turban civilization process can be regarded a.s t.b.e t~r!:lr.i.00 
si t.:io:ri f'rom a predo:mina tely sta.tic, socially inequa.li.tarian 
agracl.an so~iety depending immediately upon nature$ with a 
low degree of labor d1, visi.on based on a :more :i.nfomal S01('2ial 
c»rganizationi to a dynamia and in principle equal:i.taz•ian in.= 
dustrl,tl sociietyo 7 · 
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In thiij model u:rbanization must be defined in a demographic con ... 
text~ that is, the degree of' t1.rbaro..zation present in an. area is def::J.ned 
as the proportion of the population res:;1.dent i;n urban pl.i«ices.. This 
demographic concept of urbanization is tran~cended by other uses of the 
term in whiob urba.n:j.zation is seen as a social process which has brought 
about great transformat4ons in the way of life. Urbanization will be 
measured by a scale of measure of one to ten. The scale is as followsg 
The levels of the scale of measure a:i,e com.parable to those of the other 
scales of measure used for the other indices. ii. ri.ttici graph will be con= 
structed giving the level of each of th~ six test. oases.. The le,rels of 
the six test cases will be averaged together to derive an arl thmetio 
mean for urbanizationo 
The def'ini tion of urban population :i,ci complext even though it is 
generally taken to mean popu.latio~ resident in oitieso Population class= 
ified as urban varies from country to country. Urban areas are often 
delineated on the basis or administrative, political and cultural ori= 
teria as well as demographic o:rl terj,.a. This presents a problem for a 
researcher when comparing the degree or urbanization found in different 
areas. When handling urbanization in devel,oping areas 9 it is very es-
sential to keep in m,ind tlla,t the ~equenay and sophistication of census 
taking often needs improvement and that pµblished figures may be mis= 
l$adi:ng., Thus one oan see twit th~ comparative study of u;rbanization is 
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first hampered by the probl~ of c;,bta.ining comparable data. for the ii:::oun= 
tries to be comparedo The comparative study of urbanization is also 
hampered by a methodological problem, which is the lack or a rationale 
for any certain mi~ size. Sinee the degJ,ee of urbanization present 
in a nation is defined as the proportion of the total population who live 
in urban u,nits, an established minimum size for delineating urban areas 
would be desirables However, $Ven if a rationale could be fo:rmul.at®d 
for a universally applicable minimum size limit, the conventional mea~ .... 
ure of the deg:ree of u.rb9rnization WQU.ld show only one dimension or urban... 
izationo It is possible that the s~e degree of urbanization would be 
present in two countries, but there could be an entirely different urbe.l'l 
strueture in each country. S0m.e countries may have a low percentage of 
urban population but the total number involved might be very larges, 
whereas in other nations there may be a sm.all part of the population in= 
volved in urbanization, but the percentage o:f' urban population oould be 
high., To solve this dilemma Jack Po Gibbs has suggested that the c<:m"" 
ventio1l&l 111ea.sure of' the degree of urbanization be suppletnen:ted with a 
m.easu:re of soale .. 8 For (l-ibbs the measure of sea.le would include two 
different propertieso It would first give a dist:r:ibu.tion of urban p~puo 
la.tion among different size classes of urban uni ts and, second 9 it would 
give the same distribution with the number in ea.ch size class considered 
as a proportion of thE;I total population of the countryo9 However, Gibbs 
finds a close oorrel.a.tion between th,e scale of urbanization and the de,,.. 
gree o:f' urbanization and aoQepts the use of the degree of urbanization 
8 ..... Jack Fo Gibbs 11 neasures of' Urb$.l'lization," Social For~es, XLV 
(December, 1966) 9 Po 170. 
9Ibido 
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as a suffi.oient :indicator of urbanization. on the bl;lsis of the high cro1"'re= 
lation found in his study .. Thus, for the purpose of this :m©del 11 the 
level of urbanization, as first defineq above, wil.l be sufficient to 
indicate the amount of urbanization present within a nationo 
The degree of urbanization p;i:-~sent w.i thin a developing nation is an 
important part of social mobilization and is a very important factor :i.n 
the developm.ent of democratic gover:nment. Garald Breese has discrussed 
the process of urbanization in developing nations and draws the conclu~ 
sion that. "there appears to be a correlation between the degl'."ee of Ur= 
ba...'lization and t.he emergence of self ... governing count,rieso ,olO Other 
-writers, such as Robert c. Frield have rioted that in most developi1ig na~, 
tio:ns modern politics tend to involve mostly westernized 11:l'.'ba.n groups,., 11 
In the past, cities have been the main are~as of' politics and the pl~f;:~i.,., 
pal means for the diff'u.sion of ~ationalism and other modern politj.cal 
:i.deas and behavioro 
The effects that urbanization can hav·e on the sta.'te of' national po= 
li t:ical affairs are a very important index to consider lv-hen building a 
rnodeJ. to a.sC:le:rtain the proba.bili ty that a. nation w:111 deval'(}p som.1::'i f«;):rm. 
of de!Ji.ocratic gove:rm.en't-o Urbanization create~ many probl<c?ms -whl.c;h 
governments i.n newly developing :nations must solve. The sol:11tions wirl.t~h 
de1,si ty of population agglomera tio;ns affect the way$ in whioh. man makes 
a living and creates highly complex forms of economic organizat.:lono The 
10Gera616d) Bree~~, Q_rban:!!iliAn !!! !§Y'Ilz .Qevelo2im: ~··1J;r2~ (New Jersey 9 19 , Po "!'Vo 
llRobert C., Frields, "Urbanization and Italian Polit,i.cs,/1 Jo~l 2! 
.fs!JJ:_t;i.4 g19 XXIX (August, 1967), p., 5050 
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increase in the di:171.sion of labor and the increase in spe~ia.lization have 
led to a more interdependent society which in turn has brought new fon11s 
of coordination and integration.. All of thes(? changes, whether they 
have already occurreq or are now occurring in devaloping nations~ create 
a problem for government. How able a;re the g<;>vernments of newly emerged 
nations to solye these problems? How: mu,ch should goyernrnent intervene!' 
These and other q1..1.est;ions, whi.cn l;l.rise as a :result of this part of µr= 
banization, 'test the ability of a new gover:n:rr.tent to reg1.1late and yet re= 
main d~.:mo~ratioo 
The ir.:icrease i.n the size of cities leads to a breakdown of infomal 
The breakdown. in informal social controls is largel.y l"esponsible for in= 
creased personal disorganization, which is seen in hi.ghe:i? c:rime rates 9 
more mental. disease, and i:nc:r.ea1Sed juvenilEJ delinquen.oyo Th11s the 
breakdown in informal social controls ean create a sit.ua tion of poli ti©al 
instabi.li tyo How the gove:enment of a new nation handles t}1e problem of' 
political instability influences the level of democracy which is present 
within that nation. An increasE';l in the size ar1d density of populatiJ,11.9 
greater interdepende11.ce of the sooial order9 -the breakdown o.f traditional 
so©itil cont:rols iU1d the inabill ty of the inherited social :i.:r.isti tutions 
to ha~dle new problems of urban life have led to the expansion of the 
funct:lons and powers ei:t" the gOVE;'ll'.'ments of all nationso 
The level of urbanization present w.i.t~in a new nation affects the 
role of government and a..lso th$ politieal ideology of that :nationo 
Philip Mo Hauser has noted that signiticant changes in ideology result 
from a higher degree of urbanizat.ion,.12 Increasing urbanization has 
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caused some of the fore?11ost political i.ssues of the t.imeo Some of these 
issues are~ What is the role <?f goverment? What are the requirements 
for governing? How do central, re~onal and local gove:rrnnents c©ope1•ate1' 
'What type of local government is b~st? Wha.t political positions should 
urban and rural areas have? Urbaniiation, therefore, is a very im-
portant ~aoto~ to consider when the level of democracy present 'W'itlk1n a 
nat.ion is being measured, since th~ way new governments meet the prob= 
lems created by urbanization determines the level of f"l.mctiona.1 demo@, .. 
ra.cy that is present.. U:rbanizq.tiOn has increased t..1-J.e amount of goverr1"" 
ment intervention, modified the ~at-µre of represen.ta.tive gover-.crn1ent9 
challenged ty•adi tio:n~l ideologies ll"egarding the ro:i,.e of gcnrerment~ 
introduced new political iss1.,i.es, changed the !'elationships be-tween cen= 
tral, re~onal. and local goverment:;,, and outdated many f'orras of local 
govern:rnent., 
It is essential to remember when discussing 1.;t:t•banization as it, :ls 
t.aking shape today in newly emer~ed nations, that there is a difference 
between the urba:n:i.~ation as experienced today and that experienced by 
the advanced nationso For this reason reactions of new states may differ 
from those of older nations that experienced u:rbani.zatio:n., A diffe1"ent 
politi.cal s:itui:l-tion exists ·~oday as compared to that prevalent when the 
advanced na:tion~ f:lrst e:iq,erienced l:lapid urbani~ationo The w:dd today 
is character:ized by an 1,1nprecede11.ted degree of ;international orgard.za= 
tion, which stimulates not only economic gri;,wth but also urba:nizationo 
The pace o~ level of urbanization may be accelerated for developing na-
tions a,s a result of actions by an international organization.. For tll 
these reasons 9 the a11tecedents and consequences of. u:t•baniza:tion :may dif= 
fer from those observed in the pa.st. 
A secon,d difference which ex;i.sts in urbanization e:h.'J)erienced by 
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advanced nations and that faced today by Emerging nations is a difference 
i n the forces making for urbanization, TQday, as a r esult of a changed 
political framework in new sta,tes, central planning plays a greater r ole 
in urbanization. Differences in urbanizatiop can also result from dif~ 
ferent colonial heritages. Ip underdeveloped area~ some cities are a 
product of colonial experience, a product of foreign f ~ctors, not in-
digenous factors. Therefore in many emerging nations there is a larger 
ur ban popu.l.ation than is justifieq by the nation's l evel of industriali-
zation or economip developnent. A diffe~ence in ur banization can also 
be a result of the availability of twenti~th century technologyo The 
avail ability of such things as electricity, auto~, and telephones, af-
fect urban growth. Differences between ~rbanization in advanced areas 
and in emerging areas are also a result of differences in the ratio of 
the population to resources and the level of living. In Emerging areas 
the ratio of population to resQUrces is higher t han t hat which existed 
at the start of industrialization and urbanizati on in the Westo In de=, 
veloping areas a greater population per land area and a l ower death rate 
necessitates a differ ent type of governmental pol icr from that adopted 
by the western nat i ons. 
Differences i n urbanization experienced by advanced and emerging 
areas are also a r esult of a difference in the basic outlook and value 
system. The basic outlook and value system of the West can be exempli -
fied by the Protestant ethic, wh~reas in the emerging areas there is a 
Buddhist, Catholic, Hindu or Islamic traditi on. In the West the outlook 
was rational rather than tr~ditional and involved~ willingness to defer 
immediate gratifi cations f or more desirable ones. The Protestant ethic 
Emphasized achievement and success as distinguished f rom status and 
prestige. It embraced interrelationships that wer e ;1.mpersonal and 
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utilita.rian as oo~trasted with those that were personal and sentimental. 
Therefore the process and cons~ences of urbantzation in developing 
are,s may differ front thos~ in advan~e4 areas of the world a~d makes ur-
banization an impo~tant index to take into consideration when developing 
a model to dete:nnine the level or functional dE111ocracy present within a 
nation. 
Literacy 
Literacy rates are generally viewed as one of the most important 
indicators of political devel.opnent in E111erging nations. Karl Deutsch 
uses literacy as an indicator or social mobilization. Seymour Lipset 
has round a positive relationship between literacy and democracy in de-
velo~ing natiops. Accordtpg to I+ipset education and enrollment per 
1,000 population at three levels 1 primary, post-p?1.macy, and higher edu ... 
cational is consistently related to the degree of dE111ocracy.13 Education 
broadens mankind's outlook, allows men to underst{md the need for toler ... 
anee, increases man's cap~city to make rational ~lectoral choices, and 
restrains him from adhering to extermist doctrines. Public opinion re-
search, as reported by S. M. Lipset has shown that the higher one's edu= 
cation, the more likely ope is to believe in democratic valueso14 
There is no consensus regardipg the minimal, profi,oienoy required 
before a person is considered literate. A person who is classified for 
literacy statistics reported by one nation might be classified as il ... 
literate by a,nother natio~. Another problem ip establishing literacy 
statistics that are comparable is the probl.E111 of age..-groupp Some nations 
13seymour Lipset, "Some Social Requisites of Democracy: ~onomic 
Development and Political Legitimacy," American Political ScienQ.2 Review 
LIII (March, 19?9), pp. 78-79. 
14Ibid. 
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report only adult literacy, while others report all persons of school age 
and over. For the purpos~s of this mo~el literacy must be defined as 
functional 11 tera.cy not minimum l.i teracy. M;inimu.m. li teraoy is the level 
at which a person recognizes his name when h~ sees it9 qut this is only 
useful if his 1i teracy oan be raised to t~e lev(;,l of functional li teracyo 
A person who has funct;o:nal 11, te!'a.cy is one who has enough knowledge and 
skills in read:;i,ng and writing to allow him to engage eff ect:i vely i:n al,l 
those activities in wh,ich li i;,era.oy is norm.ally assumed in hi.s ,;:u.l tu:re or 
group.1.5 It is obvious wp.y at least a functional level of literacy must 
be "Used for li tera.cy sta.ti~tiese If a taxpa.yer cannot read he may be 
cheated by the tax collector .. He cpuld pay 10 pesos in taxes and get q 
receipt for .5 pesoso . Small infractions on democracy such a.s this can 
grow into lal'e;er ones 9 therefore a functional level of li tera.cy is a 
necessary check on governm.ent and government officials~ The problem of 
which age-grou,p to use in reporting li ~eracy statisttcs should be solv(sd 
in favor of the group aged 15 and .ovefc Obviously not all school age 
persons can be considered li tera.te, b1.1t \'.)Y age 15 they shoulq have a 
.t''m:1ctional level of li teracyo In this model literacy -i;dll be Mll(.')ulatad 
for the popq.latio:n age 15 and over who ha1re a functional level of' liter,~ 
acy o:r specifica.l'ty who read in one language, L:tteracy will be measured 
by constructing a. scale of,' measure, which is as follows: 
lo 0=1016 
2 .. 11-20% 
)o 21-30% 
ih 31"'40% 
5.. 41 ... 501%, 
60 51 ... 60% 
7., 61-70~ 
15sir Charles J effri~s, l,~li t~rf'oy; 
1967), p .. 11. 
A World Problem (New York~ 
"""""-.... ~ .;<11:S 1:-
8, 71-80~ 
9. 81 .. 90~ 
lOo 91-
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The level of li teraoy will be found for each of the six test cases and 
will be presented on a ratio graph. The levels of each of the six test 
cases will be averaged together to derive an ari thm.etic mean for liter-
acy, which will also be presented on the ratio graphp 
Literacy is a very important ind:ica tor of social mobiliza tion 9 
since the literacy level is a good :i,.ndica.tor of the general suscepti-
bility of people to modern economic and poli ii,ical life. Most anerging 
nations are highl,y trad:i tional in culture and soqial structure. Ar1 
individual's position in such, a society is a function of kin membership9 
land caste or linguisi tic groµp:ing. "These f~ctors, together w.l. th their 
economic base of agrarian poverty, constrict social participa.tion and 
loyalties, and tend to separate the mass of the population from the na-
tional, metropolitan ell te • .,l,6 In most new st.$.tes it is the educated 
elite who carry the aspira.tion :for mooernization. The desit'e for modern~ 
izat:l.on creates a demand for skilled :ma.npower, a better standard of 
living a.nQ the opportunity for social mobility. Gcnrer:nments of new n21 .. ~ 
tions are hard p~essed to meet these demands, which often make new 
combination of mass illiteracy and scarce educational resources~ It is 
usual in new states that higher eduQation has been ,,d thheld from the n&= 
tive population or has been conf:l,ned to a. smqll wealthy or fortunate 
minority which, as a result of ec;hJ.qa.t;i.o;n, is separated from its com'l.try= 
men in outlook ~nd style of J.ivingo The Congo, a good example of this 9 
16Riohard L., Merritt and Stein Rokkant Qom:eaz::tng !a tiBP.~ g The Use 
of Quantitative Data in Cross ... National Research ~London, 1966) 9 Po202. 
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had at the time of ind.ependence only 17 11ni,rersity gra.duates out or a. 
total popa.lation of' l3o,5 million,17 Ev'en today education is a selective 
thing in developing nations. A recent fl~ple study by the Sta.nford Re= 
search Institute shows that the soo:j..al composition of foreign students 
studying in the United States from underdeveloped areas is highly se= 
leotivee Three-fourths of those in the s~ple study were from large 
ci tieso One-half had fathers who ~eJ,.d Ba.ch el.or of Arts degrees and one= 
t:hird were SL'l.pported by their parents.18 This is a. very select group 
when oomp~red to the typical population j.p emergi.ng n~tions!! which is 
rural, ill educated apd poor4 This would s~em to indicate that e~1cation 
is a decisive factor within a nation. l:e' one ca.n..VJ.ot say that a. :high 
level of education is a suf:ficie:rit condi ticm for democ1"'a.cy, evidence 
suggests that it is close to being a necessar;f condition in today 0 s 
modern world .. 19 S. Mo Lips et has found evidence tha.t in less a.dvanced 
areas litera.cy is related to democ:racyQ 20 Lebanon 9 the one :member of 
the Arab L,ague, which has kept democratic institutions since \llli:lJrld War 
II 9 is the best el'.lu,cated of all Arab states. li;, bas an 80% literacy 
rats 9 which places it in the upper l~vels of literacy in this modelo 
(It shauld be noted that Lipset 0 s literacy ~gi,1res for ~ebanon do n~t 
agree 'With those reported by the Unit~d Nations)o In the rest of Asia 
east of t,he Arab world, only the Phi11:l..:pi~~$ and Japan have maintained 
democratic i•egimes without the presence of large anti=democratic parties 
. 17Ibid, j Po 20Jo 
18Ibid~ 
19Lipset, !raerriQi:m Political .§~de~ Re-yie.l'W9 UII~ Po 800 
20Ibido 
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since 1945. These two ;nations are among the world'i::; leaders in educa= 
tional attainment. Japan has a b~gher educational 111:ttai:nment than any 
European state and the Phillipin~s ranks second to the United States in 
proportion of people attending high scho<;>l anq unive:rsi tieso Thus~ fr(l!m. 
previous examples, literacy is a very important index in a nationus 
backgro~nd 9 if that nation is.to develop democratic governmento 
Seymour Lipseti in his book Political Man, has illustrated 9 by com= ,,..._ ' ~
paring groups of nations, the ~ign:ifican~e of li tera.oy r.vi. thin a na tiono 21 
Lipset 0 s group of more democra:!;,ic Europe1;1n states is almost entirely 
literate, while the group which is less democratic has an average liter= 
acy rate of 8.91,o By way of contrast, th,ose Latin American states c:lassi= 
fied as less dictatorial bave a Li6~ literacy rateo The significance of 
these oomparisons can be illustrated by a survey of the 'W'Orld 0 s cu:Fl'ent 
literacy rateso Ltteraoy is lEfiSS, OOl'l'.\lTlon in Asia ano Africa. 11 mere most 
developing nat;i.ons are located, than i:p. Lat-ln America. Generally not 
more than 10-lS% of the na.tive population of Africa.11 st8tes cian read and 
,m teo The following table shows th.e d:istr:ibution of literacy thrcn.1.gh"' 
out the wor".1.do By looki;ng at the table it is possible to see that il= 
literacy is prevalent in area.s in whic:tl most o~ the developing naJ.:,1.ons 
amount of social mobilization present within a na.tio:p.o It is a.n inde,x 
which enaoles the pop~laoe to ~Goe~t or reject a democratic governm~nt9 
as well as accept and fl,dapt to othe:v processes of modernizationo 
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TABLE I 
1,l()RLD DISTRIBUflON OF LtT$RACY22 
.Area total Population fer Cent, of Adult 
In Millions Literates 
.J\frioa 198 15=20 
Asia 1376 35=40 
Soo and Central America 1e$2 .56=60 
Oceania. 13 89=90 
Europe 393 91=93 
USSR 186 
No" America 168 96.,,97 
World Total 2496 .55=58 
Daily NewspaEer Circulation 
Communication Gl:)mes from the Latin world, 0 eoll'll11u:nis'' whi.eh means 
com.mono w,hen one communicates, whether he does so by the oral method or 
by media~ he is trying to establish a commonness 'IA.-1. th someone" It is @.ll'!. 
a.ttempt to share information, ideas and/or attitt1des<1 Therefor<i:ij/ it ©iU'i\ 
needs which a:r~ part of the proce~s of social mobilization" A develi(j)ped 
system of commun:ica tton allows the popula.ce of a nation to suNey their 
environment and enabl~s them 'f;.o reach a consensuso Communication per= 
forms a third useful service for society in th~t it spoializes the new 
members of sooietyo Origin$lly society had only o~al conn11U.nication 9 bl.it 
22Merritt and Rpkkan 9 Po 205@ This 1959 table is the mo~t recent 
table 'whieh shows both population amd literacyo 
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as society changed so did the form of communication. MB~s media de-
veloped parallel to the other institutions of society, s~ch as schools 
and industry, 1µ1d is closely related to so~e indices of general social 
and econo~c growth, such ~s literacy, per capita income and urbaniza-
tion.23 At any giv~ time on~ can develop faster than tl7,e others, but 
in the long run these ~ev~o}:lllents t~nd to even out. Therefore, when a 
state has atU.1ined a relatively high per capita income, urbanization, and 
literacy level, usually it has a relatively advanced media systemo24 
Daniel Lerner has established that the pattern o~ com.."llUnication inter-
acts with other patterns of power, wealth, and status f ound within a so-
ciety.25 This is simply to say that an institutional variation in one is 
accompanied by regular variation in others. Danial Lerner has drawn the 
conclusion that when an oral C01ffl11Unication syst~ exists usually the area 
is rural and the people are illiterates who 1ive under a nonrepresenta-
tive poli tj,.cal system. On ~e other hand whe~ the commurrl,.oation system 
relies on media, such as newspapers, radios, and/or television, the na= 
tion tends to be more urban, the peopl,.e are literate 11nd live under a 
mo?'le representa.tive goverrnnent. 26 9bservations made by Lerner in his 
studies of the Middle Ea.st• as presented in ~ Passing .2f Traditional 
Societi, show that there can be ~ittle doubt that modern communicat~on 
has been influential tn oeveloping nations. ';('herefore some indicator of 
comnrQ.nications found within developing nations must be included as a part 
23Paniel Lerner and Wllbu~ Sch~atrm1, Communication !!!.£ ChanM E ~ 
Deveiopi,,ng Countries (Honolulu, 1967), p. 7. 
24Ibid. 
25Daniel L$rner, "Commu¢catj.ops Systems and Social Systems : A 
Statistical Exploration in History and Poli cy," Behavioral .§.~ieno,29 II 
(October, 1957), p. 266. 
26Ibid., p. 267. 
of soo;i.al :mobilization, since it is c~un:,.oatio:rs which e::Jrpos!:'l tradition 
oriented peoples t9 :new and better wa.ys of livingo 
In hopes of kee;ptng this mode;!. ~;i.niple and yet include all si,gnifi= 
cant factors, one C()mmum.cations factor has 1::)een chosen for use as repre= 
sentative of the level qf comnI11nic~tio.n found within each developing na= 
tiono Daily newspapers, the sel.ect,ed i:nde:x:, m~ght be supplemented with 
such ind.ice$ as the number or radio rec~ivers or television sets wi thhi 
a nation, but it was not believed that. this is necessar'Yo Newspapers ~re 
represent1;tt;ive of the type of GQll'll11Unications av~l~ble w.:J.thii:1 a nation 
and are one Qf th,e f~w ind;i.ces f9r which ther~ is adequate and reliable 
datao Newsp,;rpers h3"Ve a multi purpose role within a nationo Newspapers 
inspect government i3,.Gtiori~ B.!3rd ma,ny timt))s represent the people in check= 
ing 011 government acti vi ti.es.~ Newspape;r1:1 lµ'e also usually the chief 
advocates of national, deve~op~ent~ In these ways newspapers and the 
level of their circulation have a very influential ~ole in emerging 
statesc Daily newspaper ciztcula-t;.io:n will pe found per 1,000 populatioJfJ. 
for the per:i.qd $ta~tin~ tn 1953 anq en~ing in l9q8~ A scale of measu~e 
w-111 be constructed f'or daily newspap~r ci:rqula tion and ilrl.11 be $l!S 
:follows: 
lo 0=10 copies per 1,000 per~ons 
2q 11,,,.20 ft " .. ,, 
3o 21-30 JO o, ff " 
4q '.31.,,,40 ,, n H " 5. 41""50 .. " It ,, 6. 51..,60 H n ,, H 
7. 61 ... 70 " VI ., " 8. 71 ... 80 " II •• ,, 
9o 81 .. 90 ., n H " 10. 91- H II " ,, 
The le·vels 9f ~~eh of the six test ca.ses wi,J.1 be recorded on a. :rat:.'Lo 
graph using 1;.he same symbols fo:r each test case as peforeo An 8\.ri thmerti.c 
mean will b(;!) found by averag:i,ng togethel' the levels of each test case f©Jr 
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each year. 
Newspapers have been chosen as an index of social mobilization in 
this model because newspapers and the Wormation they impart are in-
fluential in developing national culture. The basic social effect of 
information is to free man from ignorance. An adequate fl.ow of infor-
mation is re~red for knowledge to l;>e shared and is necessary if ordi-
nary citizens are to become part or the decision.making process. News-
papers in developing states must allow information to fl.ow not only from 
the top of the political hierarchy to the bottom but must also provide a 
channel for the needs and wishes to fl.ow up from the people. Communica-
tion in this sense gives the cit:i;zen an opportunity to take part in 
decision-~aking and in the process of moderrrl,zation. The fl.ow of infor-
mation given by newspapers is al,so important in resulating social ten-
sions~ Communication s~es as a tempe:rture-controlling agent. It can 
raise the social temperature by raising aspirations when the developing 
nation is not rEjlady to satisfy the111. It can lower the social temperature 
of a nation by giving explanations, speeding up developnent, and holding 
out rewards. Thus communication is very useful in the process of de-
velopnent, since the media create a cli,mate favorable to development and 
serve as a multiplier to sUmulate growth. 
Newspapers hav~ three roies to play in a developing nation. They 
are watchmen, policy-makers and t~che:rs. As· watchmen they survey the 
horizon, that is, they help the different areas of the nation become 
aware of each other's existence and allow interaction to occur. An ex-
ample of this is the exehange mich occurs between the village and the 
city. Cities come to realize ~t villages must be modernized before 
any significant industrialization can occur. Villages become interested 
in things the cities off er; as a result villages begin to enter into 
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national political life, first to demand help in modern:1.z:µig, later to 
express political opin,.ons. Newspapers in tnei.r poli cy function help t o 
mak~ deoision ... mald,.ng more w.1.d,espread. The gove.rment s of developing na ... 
tions want active pa:rt:1.eipation by oit:1,zens and the citizens are asl{ed 
to make diffiou,lt and important decisions. Infonnati,on ther~for e rm.ist 
be excp.anged in u~rd ~nd downward patterns, "t;hereby broadening the 
base for policy-making. An enlarged base of policy-making could not oc= 
cur without the diss81Tli?l,ation of info:mation through t he newspapers. 
Newspapei,s' third role is that of teacher. Newspape.rs help t o pring new 
meI11bers into society with the slcills and beliefs valued by soci ety. Ex-
posure to tµe news media helps citizens of underdeveloped states to ac-
cept new goals, attitudes $11d c1,1stoms. Newspapers are very i p.;t'luential 
in forming tastes, since it is t~ough newspapers that people are often 
I 
;first exposed to new and better ways of doing things, Newspaper s have a 
very important role in so9ial mobilization, since they widen hori zons for -
the native population, raise their level of aspirations and f ocus their 
a1;:tention on develop11ent. 
Political Socialization 
Politic~ so~ialization is a very important variable to consider 
when bu+ldi;ng a mod~ to detenid:ne t~e likel,1hood of a nation dev~oping 
som~ form or democratic gove~ent, since the "attitudes ~ ong t he popu-
lace at large play a crucial role in the ayhieveme,it of sustainecl eco-
nomic growth and in the successful opera1;.ion of political democracyo"27 
Politio~l socialization refers to the learning process by which political 
27Bruee M. Rl,lssett, "Socil;ll Change and Attitu9es on Deve~o:,:ment and 
the Political Systelll in India," Journal of Politics, XXIX (August, 1967) 9 
p. 483. -
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norms and behavior acceptable to the ongoing political system are trans-
mitted from generation to generat~on. Politiqal socialization is a con .. 
tinuous Pl'Ocess that funoUons to perpetuate the national culture by 
means of the socializing infl~ences of primary and secondary structures 
through wf:rl,.ch the young of society pass in the pl'ocess of maturation. 
The socialization experiences of childhood and e,rly adul~ood, sqch as 
family, school, or a job are pre-pPlittcal citizenship experiences. The 
indivioual is inducted into a sequence of decision-mak;ing systems w.i.th 
particular kinds of claims or demand inputs and certain policy outputso 
Thus lea.ming or socialization begins early in life and does not have to 
be the result of deliberate indoctrination. Most norm learning or 
inte:rnali.zatic>n goes on imperceptibl;y-. A well-f'upctioning citizen is one 
who accepts or internalizes his society's political norms and transmits 
them t~ future generations. The:roefo:re social;ization of the populace is 
a very importa11t factor in natio~ developnent as the stability of the 
political system depends to a great extent on the political socialization 
of 'tihe membe,;-s. 28 Obviously unless the . body politic i .s in harmony with 
the on ... going political values, the political system w.i.11 have trouble 
functioning SI11,ootlµy and perp~tua:ting . itself safely. 
Political sociali~ation is a process of induction into the national 
political culture and, as this occui,s, a set of attitudes toward tp.e po .. 
litical system is created. Therefol'e, as the national oul,ture changes, 
~ch is often the case in developing states, sooia.].ization patterns 
change. The c.n:ange i.s a matter of deg;i:oe~ and invo:Irves piffei,ent rates of 
change in the varic,v.s subsystems of society. At this point, in most 
28Roberta Sigel, "A~~ptions About the Learning of Poli tioal 
Valuei:;," The Annals, CCCLXI (September, 1965), p. 1. 
nations, the oonservatifl!l of primary groups becomes an important factor, 
since they often resist social,. and political change. Induction into the 
political system is the re$\llt of manifest or latent socialization. It 
is manifest when it assum~s the form or explicit transmissiop of info;r-
, 
mation, values or feelings vis-a-vis roles, inputs or outputs of the po-
litical system to individuals or groups.29 La.tent political socializa-
tion takes the form of the transmission of information, values or feel-
, 
ings vis-a-vis roles, inputs, or outputs of other sQcial systems, such as 
the family which affect attitudes toward analogous roles, inputs and out-
puts of the political system.30 Latent socialization is the first, most 
basic stage of political socialization in which more impact occurs. It 
is generally accepted that the first years of life in the family "politi-
cal process" provide the most rapid and binding stage of socialization.31 
As a child matures the rate of latent socialization drops off and the 
rate of manifest socialization increases. In sc~ool latent political 
socialization occurs, with manifest socialization becoming more important 
at the higher educational levels. In later experiences such as work, po-
litical parties, or exposure to the media of communication and to the 
goverr.ment, manifest socialization is of greater importance. The early 
stages of political socialization are the same in all political so-
cieties, regardless of their degree of complex:l,ty. It is essentially a 
latent primary process, one that is in nature diffl,1.se, particula:ristic, 
ascriptive, and affective. 32 Political socialization in pl'imative 
29Gabriel A • .Almond and James s. Coleman, ~ Politics !2! Developing 
Areas (New Jersey, 1960), p. 28. · 
30rud. 
31Ibid. 
32 Ibid. , p. '.30. 
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societies tends to stop at ~his stage or inv9lve onJ,.y to a limited ex-
tent secondary and manifest socialization into specialized political 
roles. In modern states political soc~alization continues beyond ~atent 
socialization into a whole sequence of manifest political socialization 
experiences via the pri.mary and s ecc;mdary structures of society. 
A discussion of the political socialization ~notion in a society 
is basic to the area of political analysis, since it not only gives in-
sight into the pattern of political culture and suboul:b.ire, but also lo-
cates points whe~e the elements of politioa], c,µtur~ are introduced, 
points which are very inlpc;,:rtant when studying developing nations. By 
studying political social,ization as a process which creates basic atti-
tudes in society tcward the political system, its roles, and public 
policy, it is possible to gain understanding of the essential conditions 
which affect the way in which these rol~s are perfo~ed and the kinds of 
political ~nputs and outputs these roles produce--inputs and outp1,1.ts 
which can be critical in states which have acquired independence recent.. 
ly. 
The statistics which could be very good indicators of political so-
cialization are not published or are very unreliableo Both politiQal 
parties a~d int~rest groups demonstrate the level of political sociali-
zation, blt statistics regarding interest groups are not plenti:f'ul for 
all nations. Therefore this mode.li must depend on political parties and 
the electoral realities of each nation to est~blisn the level of politi-
cal involvement present within an emerging nation. 
Political Parties 
Political parties are a phenomenon of modern and mode~nizing politi~ 
cal systems and are cl~arly involved in the process of political 
sooializa~qno Politic$! parties in thi~ capacity have certain chara.c= 
teristics that set them. apar~ frQlTl interest or p~essure groupso Politi~ 
oal parties usually have a manifest ~nd permanent organization at the 
local level, with regularized oo:mmu.nioat:Lons and other relationships be= 
tween local and national units. There is continuity in organization, 
which is to sa7 the life span of the Qrga:p.i,zation does not depend on the 
life span of eu.rrent leaders~ . .,Also thel:'e is a self ... consci<;,us effort by 
. the leaders at the local iil'.\d national levels to capture and retain 
decision~making power alone or in coalition wit~ othe:rs, not merely to 
inf],:~enee the exe:rcise of power. Poli ti.cal parties emerge in political 
systems in which those who ~nt to take Qr keep political power have to 
seek support from a large P11blio. Finally political parties may be 
characterized by their concern for winning fqllowers at the poll.s or in 
some way t:ey:tng to w;in pQpula.r support., Thus p9lit1oal parties are 
permanent orga.niza.tions wh,iic:P attem.pt to control government by -winning 
popular supportv 33 
The emergence of political parties is not only a ~seful institution~ 
al index of the level of national pol::t.tioa1 developnent, but is rel,ated 
to the mode:rniz~tion prooesso Whatever the strq.oture of the pol.ity, 
parties serve as essential agencies of mobilization and help integrate 
local communities into th19 national politicl;ll. stream., Parties develop 
in two instanoeso First paztties develpp after ~ eh~nge has ocourred in 
the attitudes of citizens toward autbority. Ordinary citizens come to 
believe that they have the right to influence the e~ercise of powero In 
the secc;md instance, the doXrd..l'lB.nt poli tioal elite or the aspirin&' elite 
33Joseph LaP~lombara and Myron Weine:r, Pol!tieal Pa?1t,i~fL ~ ~= 
li tioal pevelopm.ent (New J ers~y, 1966), p. 6. 
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may t:cy to win public $Upport in orqen t,o win o;r maintain power even 
though the public does not participate actively ill, the national poll ti~al 
life. These changes in the politic&+ system which a.id in the develop,., 
ment of political parties may be said to be a pa.rt of over-all moderni-
za.tiono The pp.tterns of part1.qipation in ~tional political life change 
as technological innovation destroys Qld jobs and creates new ones and 
as it lessens the eoono?f4c and political role of some regions and in-
creases that of others. 
Increases in the now of information, the expansion of in-
ternal markets, a growth in technqlogy, the expans:ton of 
transportation networks, and above all, increases in spatial,. 
and social mobilization appea~ to have profound effects upon 
the individµal 9 s perception of himself in relation to 
authority. '.34 
As a new nation becomes more urban, as its mass communications develop, 
and as education spreads, there is a greater desire on the part of the 
populace for political participation, which in most instances leads to 
the development of political parties. 
Political parties in developing nations are important because they 
are essential a.gent s for political socializat::ion, but tt would be in= 
valid to assume that parties in new nations perfonn the same r oles in the 
same way that Western political parties do. In the Western nations it is 
rightfully assumed that the political system in which parties operate i s 
accepted by most of the populace as leITT-timate, that the public is loyal 
to the national state, and that there a.re more or less accepted relation,., 
ships between politi~al participal}ts and the state and among the partioi= 
pants themselves. However in the newly emerged nations it is not possi= 
ble to make this assumption. In the d~velopiflg na.t::ions, parties are 
34:rbid., p. 20. 
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concerned with the prol;ilems of national integ:Pation, political participa-
tion, legitimacy, and conflict management. Since this model uses politi-
cal parties to illustrate the amount and type of political socialization 
present, the primary question for consideration is that of political 
participation. 
Political parties are specialized aggregation structures in modern 
society. Parties emerge when the number and variety of interests arti-
culated is too great to get satisfaction by informal interaction.35 New 
governments respond to the demand for participation in a variety of ways. 
The participation demand may be answered in any of the four following 
manners: (a) repression, (b) mobilization, (c) limited admission, (d) 
full admission. The emergence of a party system in a developing nation 
is no guarantee that the governing elites under the party system will 
welcome an expansion of political participation. A large problem in new 
states is that the first generation elites in the party system face 
participation demands before they can institutionalize party government. 
Tmis when new elites are challenged immediately by those who want to 
share in power there is a great probal)ility that repression will occur, 
especially if there is no clearly defined consensus on the maintenance 
of a representaUve system • . Government may ~so respond to demands for 
political participation by using controlled participation or more simply 
mobilization. This is a result of the idea that one-party leadership is 
concerned with affecting political attitudes and the behavior of the 
populace as a whole. Thus the party may ·use the repressive powers of the 
state, a controlled mass media, an.d its instl"WD,ents to affect national 
35Gabriel A • .Almond and G. Bing~ Power, Jr •. , ComEarative Politics: 
! Develoµnental Awroach (Boston, 1966), p. 102. 
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political attitudes and behavior. Therefore, in this instance, one-party 
government is used to facilitate mass mobilization while actually pre-
venting mass p~tieipation. The regime can be concerned with developing 
a sense of participation while preventing the populace from affecting 
public policy, the aaninistration or se'.l.ection of those who govern. 
Limited admission is the third possible reaction a government may have to 
demands for political participation. Governments may allow social groups 
to organize their own parties but deny them access to national power and 
restrict their participation in the system. It is in cases of prolonged 
limited admission that alienated parties develop. Finally a government 
may give groups and individuals the right of full participation through 
existing parties or new parties. This is the typical response to the de-
mand for political participat4on in establ1shed democracies. The ab-
sorption of new political g:roups into the political system depends on 
whether the governing party is an ideological or an electoral instrument. 
If it is concerned with restructuring the values and behavior of its mem-
bers and citizens, that is to say ideological, it often restricts member-
ship to those who share its ouUook. AlterM..tively when the party's 
leadership is concemed with winning elections, its program is likely to 
be pra~tic and it is likely to modify its program to attract a large 
part of the populace. Obviously new participation dE111ands are better 
handled by electorally oriented ~ather than ideologically oriented par-
ties. Where full participation is $llowed it can be assumed that ad-
ditional participation is not seen as a serious threat to system 
maintenance or that the commitment to participation is so overriding that 
it supersedes any concern for threats to the system of highly held values 
of the dominant elite. TherE;)fore it can be seen that the way in which a 
new government responds to the demands for political participation has a 
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great bearing on the level of socialization which is present in a system. 
Measuring this type of socializa·tion is not an easy task. Perhaps 
the easiest approach is to ascertain the size of the electorate and how 
many actllally turn out to vote in national elections. It is important to 
measure, if' possible, party membership and participation. It would be 
help:f'ul to find out how many activists there are in each party--that i s , 
for the :rnrposes 0£ this model, how many pay dues. Also attendance of 
party meetings should be noted since this provides a key to pal"t:1.cipa~ 
tion. The amount of volunteer participation would be a help:rul measure. 
Another possible measure would be the paid ciraulation of party news-
papers and/or magazines. A very important index of the level of politi-
cal participation is the number of parti.es in existence. The munber and 
ease with which new part:Les ·can be created and p$.rticipate in the politi-
cal system is an important reflect;lon of the amount of involvement which 
can occur in the political system. In this model only three definite and 
measurable categories are used to indicate the level of poll ti.cal so-
cialization. These are: 
a. the type of party participa ti.on in national elections 
b. the size of the eleotora te' .in: national elections 
~· the voter turn out 1n national al.ections. 
The type of party pa~icipation wUl be measured by a one to ten 
scale of measure that describes ill the .possible types of party partici-
pation. The scale will be as followss 
1. parties a~e not very j,nfluential in the political system 
2~ one-party dominant · system, no minority parties allowed 
3. one-party dond,nant syste111, minority parties allowed but are 
unsuccess:f'ul in winning seats 
4. one-party dominant system, mino~ty ~rt:1.es allowed and a.:-e 
successf'lll in winning seats 
5. two-party system, no mi.-iority parties allowed 
6. two-party system, minority p$rties allowed but are unsuccess:rul 
in winning seats · 
7. two-party system, minority parties allowed and are successful 
1n winning seats 
8·. multi-party system, one J)l:lrty dominant 
9 . multi-party systE111, various coalitions rot~.te in controlling 
government 
10. multi-party system, small party dominates syst1:111 by joining 
with a major coalition. · 
Once the levels of the six test cases are recorded ~>n a ratio g:i:,aph, 
wto.ch is made up for each el~tion stnce independence, an ari thmeUc 
mean will be constl'Ucted by averaging together the levels of the six 
test cases. 
The size of the electorate will be measured by ~ ratio graph that 
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is based on a scale of measure, The size or the electorate will be de-
temined by deriving what percentage the electorate is of 1:,he national 
population. The p~centage levels will be measured by a one to ten scale 











The levels attained by each of the six test oases for all the national 
elections for the past twenty ye;a.rs will be p:resented ~n a ratio graph, 
which will also conU+in an ari thmetio mean that will be der:i.ved by 
averaging togethe~ the levels of the six test cases for the elections. 
The voter turn out will be measured for all the national elections 
since independenqe on a ratio graph. The basis of the ratio graph will 
be a one to ten scale Qf measure which will be meaS\lred in the percent-
age that the voter 'bl):'n out is ot .the total electorate. The scale of 












When the levels of !ill six test cases are plotted on the l'atiQ graJ!)h, an 
arithtneUc mean will be drawn by averaging together the lev~s of the 
six test oases for each of the national elections. 
Danocratization 
To insure that this re~earch model has some sj,.gnificance and that 
it can be used ~o ascertain the levEµ. of democracy present in any of the 
developing nations, the design must be carried out to one last stage, 
that of democratization. DE111o~ratization as us~d in this paper is meant 
to indicate the degree to which people can and do participate in their 
governmental system. Democracy, as defined earlier, is taken in a 
.fupctional sense and indicates a po~itical system which allows regular 
const;itutional opportunities for changing the governing officials. 
Similarly, it ~an be said that democracy serves as a social mechanism to 
f~eilitate decision-making amQng conflicting groups. Therefore, in 
terms of the functional view of democracy a~opted by this paper, mo~t of 
the national population in:fl~enoes decisions by choosing among the al-
ternative candidates offered by opposing parties in regular elections. 
The level of dE!lloeracy is reflected in elee't;.1,ons which show group 
represen~t\on in and infl~ence on government. 
Democratization is essential as the fo~rth area of this design since 
it goes one step further than political sooializa~on. Political 
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socialization is the learning process by which political norms and be-
havior acceptable to the ongoing political system are transmitted from 
generation to generation. Democratization is the ne,ct logical step, that 
is to say, it is the actual public participation in government. Demo-
cratization is an essential variable of this design, since it pulls to-
gether the other three variables and shows how much actual participation 
there is within any nation. 
Elections 
The major area that indicates democratization and hopefully the most 
measurable area is elections. Elections can serve as fairly reliable 
indicators of the degree of public participation-and inf.l.uence in nation-
al politics, when considered in three different ways: (a) electoral laws 
of the nation as found in the national constitution, (b) party repre-
sentation in the national legislature, (c) regular turnover in the 
highest elected official. It is necessary to caution the reader regarding 
these factors. Dou·glas Rae aptly SUlf.llll,ed ·up. tne rea·so:n:s· for: ·being cautioi,;,.s 
in relying on· electoral,laws·.and el-ectoraLi'esUlts,. when he stated that· 
"despite the volume of ... literature .present knowledge about the poli. 
tics of electoral laws is neither very general in scope nor entirely re-
liable in oontent."36 Furthermore, "no general and precise propositions 
have been tested systematically against the recorded facts of electoral 
politics. u3? Thus with these cautions in mind, the author leads the 
reader into the last area of the model in hopes that democratization will 
be the most significant factor in discerning whether a nation does or 
36n,uglas R.ae, 1'.b.2. Political Corfseguences ,.2!'. Electoral ~ (New 
Haven, 196?), p. 5. 
37rbid. 
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Electoral la:wp have a deft?:Q. te bearing on the ability of groups or 
th,e general public to organi~e and to participate a.etively in th.~.:r na.,, 
tional gover:pment~ 
Electoral laws are those which govern the pPocess by which 
electoral preferences a;re art:iculated as votes and b".f wh.1.ch 
these votes are translated. intQ distr1,.butions of government 
aut~ority (typically parligmentary seats) .µnor1g the com ... 
pet1ng political parl1~s~J 
Each nationvs written constitut~on X1IUst be consulted to find the answer 
tc;i one questioFJ. of importanqe to this model--Is the poli ti.cal system 
open to all parlies? This model cannot proceed to the t";eoond :l:ndex of 
qemoc:ratization~ mea,sµ.ring actual party :participation9 bl=)f'o:re a.scertain.,, 
ing whether the written oonstitut,ton places any limits on party partici= 
pa ti,o:no The model hopes to mp.ke a relevan'I;, correlation betweex1 pa:r.ty 
pa;rticipation that is allowed u.nder the c:o:nstitut:ton and party part;.\,cipa.,. 
tio:n as it really oacu,rs i:r,i the ma.t:,.onal legisla.ttire., That is to say9 it 
is hoped that such a ;rel1;t~onship does exist and. can b~ s!'lrow:n by qon.,, 
trasting what partic;d,.pation the oo:ristitu~ion allows with wha,t. paxi~cicipi;:!.= 
tion occurs., A :rest~ictive constit~tion is bound to be refleoted in a 
restri~ted or a l,ow level of pal"ty :partioipa.tion and viQe versa., If only · 
one party ;is pe1:mi tted by th~ 0011stitutio:n, it ;is logie~.1,.1. to a;;1s1.:ml.e ·that. 
tut.ional pans on a pa.rty or several parties ma.y ind:i.ca,te some form of 
au,tho:ri taria:n goverl'lillento Therefore it ii.; likaly tha.t demoe:iC'aoy has its 
b~s;t ch,l.:rme t.o flourish 1,1.nde:i:- a const:i tu. tion which does 11.ot limit paJ'ty 
p~rtieipa.tiono 
. . . 
Some l:lmitatianq: by electoral laws must be accepted as not 
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impairing democracy. Such a limitation would be t he prohibition of a 
party or parties which advooate viqlent overthrow of the governm.ento 
This is a practice which is foµnd in some of the established democracies 
and must not be considered as one which automaticall y indicates an 
authori tar.ian government. Constitutional limits beyond this point must 
be viewed with caution as to their intent and effects . 
The use of wr1 tten electoral laws ;is a relevant and important part 
of this model, as electoral laws can, when us ed in correlation with 
actual party participation, indicate the probable presence of competing 
poli tical groups, Since competing poll tical groups usually are present 
in a true democracy, electoral laws can prove t o be an essential factor 
in ascertaining the e:x:istenqe of democracy. If electoral laws are re-
strictive, it is reflect ed in less representation of the various national 
interest groups br parties, In this si'blation i t is likely that there 
will be less political interplay witlp.n the nat iono Restrictive elec-
t oral laws ~re prone to dampen democratic interplay and are therefore an 
:µnportant index in a model seeking t9 discover the +evel of democracy 
present within a nation. 
The membersh,ip of the nati onal legi slature reflects fune tioning 
electoral l aws and i s significa.nt in illust r a t.1,ng the degree of the 
general public's and gr ou:p pa:rtici pation in nati onal elections. It Jrl.Ust 
first be understood that measuring t he degr ee of national legislaturees 
responsiveness to the general public ~sipg i nterest group or class 
representatj.on in the legislature is impossible in the confines of this 
design and in light of the fact that these figures are not reported f or 
most nations. However, measuring the number by t ype of parties having 
members in the national legisl~ture is believed to be indicative of the 
afo:rementioned index. D9.vid Apter has ~hown this relationship by putting 
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forth the idea that parties were originally fqrmed to :implement the ob-
jectives of interest groups and that parties later beGame an essential 
political institution.39 Thus in most nations it can be assumed that 
each party has some interest group backing and/or is directJ.y involved 
with some specific interest gl'oup. This is especially true if parties 
are taken as pluralistic groups and are thus held to be gro"Ups containing 
a coalition of many different interestso Measuring the number of parties 
having members in tbe national legislature and the rnunber of seats held 
by a party can be done by taking a rundown of the members of the national 
legislature and dividing them according to party affiliationo The type 
of party which this representation i ndicates may be ascertained by study-
ing th.e parties and ele9tion results of the nations used to illustrate 
this model, ancl noting whether the party is a :n,ajority or minority party. 
Ov~r a period of elections, three or more, the number of parties in the 
legislature and their status as minority or majority parties reflects the 
degree of pibl:1.c participation. It is a signific9-nt factor in revealing 
whether or not all parties, in particular, nµ.nority pa~ties, that have 
the right to participate do exer9isa the right to particip~te in the na. 
tional legislature. 'l'h.is factor is doubly significant when it is noted 
that lack of working minority parties may indicate that there is a limi-
tation on the type and degr~e of democracy present within a nation, It 
can be inferred from observing the number of parties, the seats they hold 
and the types of parties that are pr e~alent in the national legislature 
that parties are representing the various interests of the nation. Since 
the representation of interests is central to a functioning democracy, 
39:aa,rry Eckstein and David Eo Apter, yomparative Politi£E_ (O,lenooe, 
1963), p. 329. 
the number ~nd types of parties found in the national legislature is in,.. 
deed an important index in any model which endeavors to discern the 
presence of functioning democracy in any emerging nation. 
'l'he national chief executive is usually viewed as being synonYJ!lOUs 
I 
with governm.ent. In most political systems the executive plays a large 
anq important :role in the use of political authority. The ex~cutive, in 
~odition to b~ing dominant in rule enforcement, today has become in-
volved in the legislative and j'1,1dicial areas of rule making and rule ad.., 
judicationo In most cases the increase in power held by the chief 
executive has come as a result of changing condi tion.s wi tp.in the nation. 
It is natural that the executive should have increased power since he is 
in a sense the essence of government. Furthermore it seems likely that 
the hit;hest executive position within each nation will continue to in-
crease its power. This model, realizing the importance of the highest 
functioning nat~onal executive, must endeavor to ascertain if there is a 
regular turnover in this governmental positiono The turnover of elected 
officials is a partial index of democracy which illustrates something of 
the responsiveness of' leadership to the peopleo 40 Litile change in the 
executive might indicate that the executive has entrenched ~self in of-
~ce regardless of the sentiments among the rank and file. Going a step 
further one must not assu,me that rapid turnover in the executive is a 
sign of effective control by the rank and file; it co~lp be a sign of in-
stability within the nation. Thus it is apparent that 'blrnover in the 
executive should follow some regularized schedule, which in some way al,-
lows the selection of an executive representative of a majority of the 
40Roy c. Macridis and Bernard E. Brown, Compa:rativ2 Pol:i.tics 
(Illinois, 1968), Po 153. =- ' 
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interests present within the nation. 
In this model the consideration of national execut~ves must be 
limited to two types-.. parliam~nta,:-y and presidential. The dictatorial 
executive is deleted because this model is blilt so as to eliminate na-
tions with authoritarian forms of government. The collegial executive 
is omitted s1.nce none of the nations chosen for the study ha.ve this fo~ 
of government. The most used form of representative government is the 
parliamentary executive. In a parliamentary government the executive is 
divided into two parts: the head of state and the head of government. 
The head of state, which this design omits, has mosily form.al powers and 
has as his main function the appointment of the head of government. ~al 
political power rests with the prime minister or the premier and, for 
this reason, this model must be concerned with the turnover of this of .. 
ficial. The head of government is either the leader of the majority 
party in the legis1atu1•e or he is a person who can organize a coalition 
which has the support of parliament. Thus the prime minister is the most 
important national executive who has real political power and who is 
representative of the people, even though it is representation indirectly 
through the political parties. The length of term served by the prime 
minister may vary from na.Uon to nation, but it is important to ascertain 
that this position does regularly and peacefully change hands following 
normal constitutional procedure. 
The seQond type of na.tiopal executive is the presidential type. The 
presidential executive often forms a stro;ng, stable center of power in 
new nati;ens, and thus makes them a bit steadier on the road toward self-
governrnent. Uie presidential exeQutive is a very powerful national 
~eader, since he is both chief of state and political leader of the 
gove:rnment. lJnder the presidential system the chief executive serves a 
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set term of office after his election, which in some cases may give him 
a broad public mandate to solve national problems, and he is generally 
somewhat independent of the national legislature and judiciary. It is 
ess~tial in a democracy that the pr~sident serve~ limited term and 
that there be regular, peace:f'ul change in the presidency. The turnover 
in the presidentiu execut;i.ve and the parliamentar-.1 executive can be 
meaqured by referring to at least three past national elections to as-
certain who filled the chief exec~tive's post and how long he held the 
position. 
A discussion of the regular turnover in the c~ef executive is in-
cluded in democratization because it is an index of functioning democ-
racy. lf the turnover is not regular, then it is possible that some form 
of authori tar;i.an government exists. Likewise, if the turnover is not by 
established, peace:f'ul, and constitutionally prescribed methods, it is 
possible that the chief exec~tive is dictatorial or is not meeting the 
needs of a majority of the populace. In either case some doubt as to 
the existence of a functioning d~ocracy would be raised. Since democ-
racy requires a chief exec~tive who is respQnsive to the people as a 
whole, this is a very important index of the existeno~ of democracy. 
Democratization or actual part,j,.cipa.Uon in the national political 
system will be measured by a one to ten soalE! of measure. Ten will indi-
cate a political system in which democracy is institutiopalized, that is, 
a political system which has: (a) a wide franchise and frequent elec-
tions, (b) party participation, (c) eleGtion fraud infrequenUy, (d) 
executive turnover in a re~lar, legal manner. It is not necessary to 
dt:µ.ineate the whole scale of mE!asure for political participation because 
all the test nations will fit into the level of lO. Lebanon is the only 
test o~se which presents any deviation. In 19.58 Lebanon suffered a 
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c:i:-isi.s in government 'Which wa~ quickly cprrected; therefore, for 1958 
Lebanon ms given the level of 8 on the s~ale of' measure.. A ratio graph 
will be aonstru.cted tor demoo:ra.tization er ~rticipat;ion and, by avera~ ... 
ing together the levels of all the test cases, an arithmetic mean will 
be derived for democrratizat;ion. 
CHAPTER III 
VARIABLE RELATIONSHI~ 
An examination of the levels of developnent of the six test oases 
shows that a significant relationship exists between the three variables, 
economic developnent, social mobilization and political socialization, 
on the one hand, and the level of democratic institutions, on the other. 
An exhaustive survey was made of each test nation to find each index in 
raw numbers or percentages, The raw numbers or percentages were com-
puted from United Nations' materials, reports by the individual govern-
ments, and general references, such as the New York Tim.es Index and 
K~esing's Contemporari Archives. Each raw number or percentage was then 
converted to a constant value on a ope to ten scale of measure so tha~ 
the raw numbers and percentages could be compared without the loss of 
aoour aoyo The scale of measure for each index was then plotted on a 
ratio graph for a period of years or a period of elections, depending on 
the index. An arithmetic mean was made for each index by averaging to~ 
gather the level of each test case for that index for each year or elec-
tiono An arithmetic mean for the indices of each variable was then 
plotted on a separate ratio graph and a composite arithmetic mean was 
derived for each variable. The arithmetic mean for each of the three 
variables was used to give the researcher a medium level of attairnnent 
whiqh might be expected to exist in developing nations. After each in-
dex and variable was plotted on separate ratio graphs (see Appendix, 
Figures 1-12), national graphs were plotted for each of the six test 
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cases (see Appendix, Figures 13-18). A ratio graph was cQn~tructed for 
each test nation using the ari,thmetic mean of that nation for each of 
the three variables and for :f'u.nctional dE111ocraoy. Two c()Jllposite arith-
metic means were drawn for the three va;riables, economic development, 
social mobilization and political socialization, for each test case~ The 
first COill,posite mean was the result of averaging together only social 
mobilization and political socialization. The second composite mean was 
the result of averaging together economiq developm~nt, social mobiliza-
tion, and political socialization. The two sep~r~te compo~ite arithmetic 
means illµstrate the effect the level of economic development has on the 
total level of devel,opnent. In most of the six test cases, the composite 
arithmetic mean for soqial mobilization and politi~a~ socialization was 
higher than the composite arithmetic ~ean for economic development, 
social mobilization and political socialization. 
'l'he relationahip between the variables of economic developnent, so-
cial mobilization, and political socializatiQn, on the one hand, and 
:f'u.nctional democracy on the other, is more readily seen in Fi~re 190 
Figure 19 is a chart whiqh presents accurately the information given by 
all the individual ra~io graphs, and has the advantage of being readable 
at a glanceo Figure 19 gives arithme~ic means in raw numbers of per-
centages and ~n scale of measure for each index and variable and also 
the composite arithmetic mean for each variable, index, and test casee 
The means for each index, variable, and test case were averaged together 
in each column~ both horizontally and vertically, to find mean totals 
for the individual indices, the three variable~, and the test caseso 
The mean totals were averaged together to discern what level of dev~OP-
ment is present in all six test cases. The composite level of develoP-
111ent for the threie variables, eoonQmic development, social mobilization 
- and political socialization was 6, wlrl.ch is a me~um level. The exis-
tence of a medium level of overall development in the six tes~ c~ 
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which have had functional demo~racy for the past twenty years, suggests 
that there is a sig~ficant relationship between the three variables of 
developnent and the existence of democratic institutipns. 
The variable relaUonships become clearer when e~ch variable is a:p-
proached individually. Economic developnent is the first variable to be 
considered, since each developing nation must develop a minim\lill composite 
level of economic development to sustain ftinctiomal democracyo A glance 
at Figures 1 and 2 reveals the level of each test case for the two indi-
ces of economic developnent: per capita income and per capita fixed 
capita1 formation. It is noticeable that Chile, Israel, and Uruguay rate 
above the arithmetic mean for the two indices of economic development and 
close to or above the composite arithmetic mean for economic developnent 
as given in Figure 9o F1,gure 19 shows the great variations which occur 
in the level of economic developnento India's level of 2 was the lowest 
level of economic developnent. Israel had the highest level of economic 
developnent with a level of 10. ~nee the mean total for economic de-
velopnent was 5. 5, which was rounded to 6 to make Figure 19 more uniform9 
it can be seen that the test nations as a whole demonstrated a medium 
level of economic developnent. 
Not only was there wide variation an,.ong the test nations in total 
economic developnent9 but there was als9 wide variation among the test 
nations for each index of economic developnent. Israel's $919 per cap~ 
i ta income, or 10 on the scale of measu:tte, was the highest level of per 
capita incomeo India, with a $78 per capita income, or 1 on the scale of 
measure, was the lowest. The mean total for per capita income was $392, 
or the level of 4 on the scale of measure. Per capita fixed capital 
formation shows the same divergence. Israel attained the highes t level 
with a $292 per capita capital formation, or 10 on the sea.le of measure, 
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and India again was low with the level of 2, or a per capita capital 
formation figure pf $11. The mean total for per capita fixed capital 
formation rras $90, or the level of 6 on the scale of mea~ure. It i~ 
interesting to note that only Israel and Lebanon (see Appendix, Figures 
15 and 16) have arithmetic means of economic developnent which are abc;,ve 
those for social mobilization and/or political socialization. The three 
nations, India, Leb~non and the Philippines, whose level of economic de-
velopnent falls below the mean total 6 for economic developnent on Figure 
19, have maintained functional democracy for the past twenty years, so 
it may be that there are certain factors present within each of the three 
nations which mitigate the effects of a low level of economic develop... 
ment. 
A minimum composite level of social mobilization is ~ecessary to 
sustain functional democracy in developing nat1,ons, The literacy level, 
the level of urbanization and the daily newspaper circulation were used 
to measure the level of social mobilizatiQn within each of the six test 
~tionso Only the Philippines and ~ndia consistentJ.y ra~ed oelow tne 
a~ithmetic mean for eaqh index of social mobilization and below the mean 
total for social mobilization, Figure 3 presents the l evel of urbaniza= 
tion of each of the test cases except for Lebanon and Uruguay. Urbani= 
zation figures regarding Lebanon are not available and the only ~rbartj.-
zatiqn figure available for U;ruguay was for 1961, in wq.ich Uruguay had 
82.2% urbanization. Israel and Chile again attained a level o~ urbani-
zation which was above the mean total for urbanization in the four test 
oases given. Urbarrl,.zation levels varied from a low of 1~ or 2 on the 
scale of measure in India to a higp of 82.~ or 9 on the scale of measure 
in Uruguay~ ngure 4 gives the literacy level of all six nations. ./I.gain 
Chile, with ~he level c;,f 9 on the ~cale of measure, and Israel, with the 
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level of 9 on the scale of measure, placed above the mean level of 7, 
which is the mean total for the six cases averaged together. It is 
interesting to note that Uruguay also has a literacy level of 9, which 
is above tlle mean level of the six test cases, so that Uruguay may have 
placed above the mean level for urbanization if c9Mplete raw data had 
been available. Th~ ratio graph on the literacy level reveals a cluster-
ing of the nattons, that is, five of the six test cases have attained a 
level of five or better on the index, literacy. It can also be noted 
that all the test cas~s, except Israel, show a gradually increasing 
lite~acy level, Israel's literacy level has decreased due to the influx 
of people from world areas which are not highly literate. Literacy 
levels varied fl'Om a low of 2411, or 3 on the scale of measure in India to 
88.~ or 9 on the scale of measure in Israel. In daily newspaper circ1,1 .. 
lation, only India anq the Philippines had levels which were below the 
arithmetic mean of 7 for newspaper circulation. Again one can notice 
that the nations placing ~oth above and belQw the arithnJ,etic mean for 
daily neW$paper circ~lation cluster together. Looking at all the indi-
ces of social mobilization, it is clear that India and the Philippines 
have low levels of social mobilization, since their mean totals of 2 and 
4, respective1.y, do not place them close to the mean total for social 
mobilization. But again some caution must be used in declaring that 
their political systEf!1S cannot sustain functional democracy. Bqth India 
. .i?'''" ;and 't~~\'.Philippines hav1;1 functional, democracies, so it may be that there 
are other tactQrs which are not easily measurable that affect the level 
of f'unetional democracy present within a nation. 
Figure 10 presents the c(mlposite arithmetic mean for social mobili-
zation, which reveals that the six test cases had higher mean levels of 
literacy and da:1,+y newspaper circulation than urbanization. A glance at 
Figures 14-18 shows how the level of social mobilization compares to the 
levels of economic devel.0J;J11ent and of political socialization within each 
of the test nations. The level of social mobilization is higher than the 
levels of economic develoJ;J11ent and political socialization in Chile, 
Lebanon, and Uruguay (see Appendix, Figures 13, 16, 18). In Israel 
(Figure 15) social mobilization has attained a higher level than politi-
cal socialization, but does not have a higher level on the scale of 
measure than economic develoJ;J11ent. In India (Figure 14) social mobiliza-
tion is at a very low level on the scale of measure, but is higher than 
tne level or economic developnent. Also in India, the great divergence 
between the high level of political socialization and the low level of 
social mobilization should be noticed. A similar situation is presented 
by the Philippines, in which social mobilization has a higher level than 
economic developnent, but is quite a bit lower than political socializa..,. 
tiqn (F:\.gure 17). 
Po'.1-i tical socialization was Jl\88.SUred by finding the level of each 
test case for each national election for the past 20 years for the three 
indices : (a) type of party participation, (b) the size of the elector~ 
ate, and (o) the voter turnout. The ratiQ graphs may appear somewhat 
lopsided because some nations have had a different number of natio~l 
elections during the past 20 year period. Therefore the arithpietic means 
for tj).e indices of political socialization are often jagged as a result 
of averaging together only a few national election levels. 
Party partictpation was used as an index of political socialization. 
Figure 6 shows the different levels of party participation found in the 
political systems of the six test cases. Lebanon received a level of l 
on the scale of mea.sure peqause part.ies are not yet of in-eat importance 
in the ;Lebanese political system, India has the level of 4 on the scale 
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measure because it is a one-party political system in which minority 
parties compete and win some seats in the .national parliament. Uruguay 
and the Philippines were given the level of 7 on the scale of measure 
beca~se they have t~-party political systems in which minority parties 
c.ompete successf'ull.y. Israel received a level or 8 "Qecause her poll ti.-
cal system is multi-party but it is d~inated by one party, the Mapai.1 
The arithmetic mean for Figure 6 shows a sudden drop in the sixth nation~ 
al election because <;>nly two nations have held a sixth national election 
i n the 20 year period and~ when their levels were averaged together, the 
mean was lowered. 
Voter turnout in the national elections for the past 20 years was 
measured for all the test cases except the Philippines. The voter turn-
out ranged from a high of 81.6~ or the scale level of 9 in Israel to a 
low of 53.6'1, or 6 in Lebanon. The mean total for voter turnout was 7 and 
most of the test cases tended to be at or very near the level of 7. A 
glance at Figure 8 shows that in Lebanon, voter turnout, that is the 
per centage of the total electorate who do vote, has peen steadily in-
oreasingo In the other case studies, voter turnout appears to be some-
what i rratic. 'nle arithmetic mean for voter turnout shc;>ws an upswing in 
t he f ifth and sixt,h national elections, since only two test case levels 
were averaged togetjler. 
The si~e of the elec~orate, that is, the percentage of the total 
population that m~~es up the el~ctorate, was measured for all the test 
oases except the Philippines. 'l'he arithmetic mean for the size of the 
electorate is an irregular graph line due to the a,.sparity between the 
1:rn January of l968 the Mapai merged with Ra.fi and Ahc;lut Avoda. to 
form t he Israel Labour Party. 
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levels of the test nations and because for some test cases voter turnout 
figures were missing. The graph line for Chile (Figure 7) shows a small 
but increasing electorate because 5~ of the population of Chile is under 
21 which is the n'3.tional voting age. The size of the voter turnout 
varies fr9m Chile's low mean level or 2(20.~) to a high of 6(5~) in · 
Israel. The mean total for the size of the electorate was 4, so it may 
be that the size of the electorate is not an exceptionally necessary in-
dex for all nations which have functional democracy. This idea is par-
t ially substantiated by Figure 11, which shows that the size of the 
electorate has a lower level than the composite arithmetic mean for po~ 
litical socialization. The mean total for the size of the electorate 
was 4, while that for all t~e indiqes or social mobilization was 6. 
J;n the case studies (Figures lJ-18) political socialization is at a 
highe~ level than eqonomic development or social mobilizat.1,on or than the 
comp(l)si te level for overall development in only two test oases, India and 
the Philipp;l.nes. This phenomenen may .be a partial explanation as to why 
India and the Philippines have sustained f'u~otional democracy despite 
their low levels of eoono~c development and socia+ mobilizationo In the 
other four test n{ltions, the level of political socialization appears to 
be li:nk~d to t]le level of social mQbilizat;ion. This observation doe$ 
not holq for economic development, which may be at either a lower or a 
higher level than political spcialization. 
Before oonstdering the level of functional democracy present w1 thin 
each nation, mean tota;:Ls were found for each of the test oases for all 
t ~ree vartables, eoono?Qio development, social mobilization, and politi.-
oal socializ~tion (see Appendix, Figure 19). The mean total, for all the 
six cases averaged together was 6. The s;tx test oases placed within th~ 
3 to 9 lev~s on the scale of measure. All the test cases, except India 
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and Israel, plaped in the 5 to 7 levels on the scale of measure. India, 
with 3, had the lowest overall level of developnent. Israel, with 9, 
had the highest overall level · ot developnent. 
The level of functional democracy p~esent w.l.thin each of the test 
nations averaged out to the level of 10. Lebanon (Figure 12) had the 
level of 8 for functional democracy in 1958 due to a go~errmental crisis 
that was quickly settJ.ed. The other five nations demonstrated functional 
democracy consistenUy at the soale level of 10, since none of the na-
tions had el.action irregularities, unusual restrictions for voting, or 
excessi ve restrictions on party participation. The arithmetic mea.%1, for 
functional democracy is also at a constant level of 10, since the other 
five test cases averaged w.l.th Lebanon keep the mean at 10. On Figure 19 
the mean total for functional democracy.and for the three major variables 
show some relationship. The mean total for the three variables, eco-
nomic Qeve.1,opnent, social mobilization, and political socia1ization, was 
6 and, of course, the mean total for functional democracy was 10, which 
illustrates the hypothesis that those nations with a minimum composite 
measurable level of overall development are lik~y to h~ve functional 
democracy. All the test natl.ons have evolved and sustained functional 
democracy for the past 20 years and have had as their working basis a 
minimum level of economic developnent, social mobilization and political 
socialization. 
CHAPTER XV 
SUMMARY AND -CONCIDSIONS 
This thesis tested the hypothesis that a measurable marginal com-
posite level of economic developnent, social ~obilization, and political 
socialization is required before a political, system can _evolve and sus-
tain a tu.notional democracy. The hypothesis was tested by formulating a 
mean average of the principal variables (eco~omic developn.ent, soci al 
mobilization, and political socialization) based upon the data taken from 
. . 
the six national case studies, whi~h were selected because · each t est na-
tion fitted the defipi.tional te~s of' a "de,te1.oping 1riatio~*' and of a 
: . . . . . 
"functional democracy"• The measur~en't, of 1:,he maTgi~ ·cOmpo5i te · .l evel 
of economic developn.ent, social ·mobil:1'.;zatio_n','.;arid i,Qli tioal socializa-
. . . ..: ·  .· .. ·· -· .. 
tion was carried out in a systemat,i.c maim~. •- ~~?'8$8ri~ tive indi ces wer e 
chosen for each variable and were- measu~ed J :)y.a :one' :to t-en scale of 
. . . . . - .. ·. : : . . ' : : . ~ . ". . ' \ - ' . . 
measure. The values on the scale of mea~re were hald constant so that 
t he indices of different raw values o~d be oohlpared wi thc,ut the loss of 
significance. The scale of measur13 was;.us~d to pl,?~ a_ ratio graph for 
each index, variable, and nation. __ -An ~rithm~tic m~an ~s·· ~·onstructed for 
each index and a oomposi te ari thnietic mean was comptJ.ted tor each var i - -
able: economic developn.ent, social mobilization, political socializati on . 
and democratization. 
To determine the level of developn.ent of each of the nations , indi-
vidual ratio graphs were constructed for each of the six test nations . 
The indices of each variable were added together and a composite 
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arithmetic mean ·was found tor each variable so that the level of eco-
nomic developr1ent, social mobilization, political socialization, and 
democratization of ea.oh test nation could be seen at a glance. Two com-
posite arithmetic means were drawn on the ratio graph of each nation to 
show the effect economic developnent has on the total picture of de-
velopr1ent. lt was found that the composite arithmetic mean for social 
mobilization and political socialization generally was at a higher level 
than the composite arithmetic mean for economic developr1ent, social mo-
bilization, and political socialization. A table (see Appendix, Figure 
19) was constructed to show at a glance the mean level of each of the 
test nations for each variable and index and the composite arithmetic 
mean for the three variables: economic developr1ent, social mobilization, 
and political socialization. 
This experiment was an attempt to show that there is a significant 
relationship between the variables of economic developnent, social mo-
bilization, and political socialization, on the one hand, and political 
institutions on the other. The evidence presented in the ratio graphs 
illustrated that the level and growth rate of each of these variables 
was reflected in the polit,j,cal institutions, so that a significant in-
crease or decline in the composite level of . economic developr1ent, social 
mobilization, and political socialization was reflected in the expansion 
or decline of functional danooracy. It must be rem~bered that there 
are unmeasured indices that affect the .level of democracy present within 
a nation. India and the Philippines have very low levels of economic 
developr1ent and social mobilization but are functional danooraoies. 
Variations which do not conform to the model have to be explained by the 
analysis of the political culture of the variant nation. Such an analy-
sis would entail a study of the state's value system and require survey 
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analysis, which could only be carried out by field research within the 
nation. Such an analysis was out of the question for this researcher. 
There was a divergence among the levels of the test nations on each 
ind~x and variable. In eoonOIIQ.c developnent the variations fanged from 
a lQw of 2 in India to a high of lO in Israel. The same va:riation can 
be seen among the indices of economic developnent. The low level fo:r 
per capita income was 1 j,n India a?'ld the high was lO in Israel. The same 
divergence occurred in per capita fixed capital forma.tionQ A great d~s-
parity was found to exist between the highest and lowest levels of. sQoial 
mobilization. The highest level of social mobilization was 9 in Israel 
and Uruguayo The lowest was 2 in India. The divergence was not great 
for literacy, in which five of the test oases had levels of 6 or better, 
The same phenomenon occurred in daily newspaper circulation when four of 
the test oases scored 9 or better. When the levels of the test nations 
were plotted for urbanization, it became obvious that either the nations 
were urbanized or nop~urbaniz~d, since none of the nations scored ~n the 
middle ~evels for urbanization. It was interesting to note that social 
mobilization had the highest mean total of any of the three var~ables 
with a mean total of 7. Political sooializ~tion had a mean tqtal of 6, 
and most of the test cases had levels on the three indices of political 
socialization that were close to 6. Chile constituted an exception 
si nce she had a level of 2 for the size of the electora ta, but this level 
was ~e to the fact that 50'1, of the Chilean population are under the le-
gal voting ag~ of 21.. Lebanon also had a low level for party participa-
tion due to unique internal political structure. 
The mean total~ for overall developnent in the three variables, 
economic developnent, social mobilization, and political socialization, 
showed adequate levels of development. All the test cases, except 
India, had overall levels of 5 or better. India, it is presumed, has 
certain unmeasured internal indices that allow its functional democracy 
to- continueo1 The mean totals for economic development, social mobiliza-
tion, political socialization, and overall development maintained ap-
pro:x:i.ma tely the same level, each being either a 6 or 7. Therefore, this 
study has supported the hypothesis that a marginal composite level of 
economic development, social mobilization, and political socialization 
is required before a political system can evolve and sustain a functional 
democracy. The six test cases do have a marginal composite level of' 
economic development, social mobilization, and political socialization, 
and they do have functional democracy. 
The six national case studies were selected f'or this model because 
each test nation fitted the def'initional·terms of a "developing nation" 
and of a "functional democracy" .. Each of the six test nations are de-. 
veloping nations in the sense that each, being neither absolutely under-
developed nor highly devel.oped, has attained a middle stage of economic 
development on the continuum of' economic d~elopment.. Fu.notional democ-
racy exists in all the test nationsiJ as they have success:f'u.lly maintained 
democratic political systems for twenty years or more. The six case 
lThere are a number of' hypothetical variables which might provide a 
more thorough understanding of the viability of democracy in India.a 
India has a traditional society whose leadership is still composed of' 
traditional status groups .. The masses still accept the traditional 
status system, therefore there is no strong threat to the status systemo 
India's leaders have been charismatic persons and tend to be persons of 
high status. The charisma. or India's leaders and the deference of the 
masses to India's status systE!ll has been exploited to support dE!llocracy. 
The Congress Party, which has enjoyed great authority since it led the 
Independence Movement and provided the nation with leaders, is dedicated 
to a democratic system of' government., As a result of a sense of noblesse 
oblige, the leaders of the Congress Party have used their power for the 
good of the nation. The British influence may also have helped maintain 
democracy in India. The military is respectful of civilian leadershipo 
The civil service is efficient and dedicatedo 
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studies were undertaken to discover whether a significant relationship 
exists between the levels of economic developnent, social mobilization, 
and political sociaJ.ization, on the one hand, and the level of institu-
tional democracy on the other. This thesis, as a model, seems to pro-
vide a way to measure the indices of development of any nation which 
falls in the continuum of developing nations, so as to test its 
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Mean/C@®ffi©ient Chile India Isra'el 
::=:,;:em:-e:: • 
Ecl©na.tni© Developneis""lt 7 2 10 
Per Capita !nc©m.e $372(4) $?8(1) (6919(10) 
Per Capita Fixed Capititl, Fo:rmati©n $ 86(9) $ll(2) $292(10) 
So~ial Mobilization 8 2 9 
L:itera©y 81o~(9) 2~(3) 8809%(9) 
Urbanization 6402%~7~ 1Bi%(2~ 7~ (8) Daily newspaper eircula~on 98 9 8 (1 184 (10) 
Political S(llcialization 6 .5 8 
~}"'Pe of party participationb (9) (4) .. (8). 
Voter turnout ?605%(8) 58/7%(6) 8L6%(9) 
Size of electorate 20.,$(2) 4802%(5) 5'7% (6) 
Mea..'l>'ii T©tals ? 3 9 
Damo~ratization 10 10 10 
a.Figure is f.;)r 1961 elrl.ly 
bs~cei Chapter II for explanati©Jn 
F.1,gure 19" Summ&.ry 
Leban©n , PJ'.tllJtp;ein'.8!@?, 
4 4 
(6919(10) $212(3) 
$ 44(5) $ 43(5) 
8 4 
.5807%(6) 6509%(?) 
na 2'7% . (3~ 








th:>ilg,1.l~,,Y '.rbi:,als ... 
6 6 
$482(5) $392(4) 
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